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WHAT IS AN ARTIST?
Christine Brooks Cote
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FROM THE EDITOR



A RTISTS ARE PEOPLE WHO MAKE ART. 
They draw pictures, paint, make 

things with clay or fabric, make 

photographs, create designs, put words 

together in interesting ways, or do any number 

of similar things, and whatever they make didn’t 

previously exist.

Artists work with their hands. They enjoy the 

tactile qualities of spreading paint, pushing a 

pencil across paper, touching the texture of 

smooth or rough fabrics and yarns, pressing 

and pushing clay into shapes. 

Artists enjoy the process of seeing their 

imagined ideas become tangible and solid. 

They say that the process of making something 

is as important, perhaps even more important, 

as the final outcome. 

Artists are creative. They have imaginations 

that seem to be less restrained and more 

passionate than those of others. 

Artists perceive the world differently. Like 

others, they perceive with their five senses, 

but artists also build awareness with their 

sixth sense, and so they see the more subtle 

aspects of our universe, those often expressed 

as spiritual, mystical, or transcendent. 

Artists see things that others miss. Where 

one person sees a forest, an artist sees that 

too, but also color, texture, shape, pattern, and 

possibility.

Artists see patterns. Patterns of repetition, 

chronology, orderliness, and artists sometimes 

imitate those patterns and sometimes tear 

them apart to show what’s inside.

Artists describe . . . summarize . . . portend. 

Artists dream, not just at night but all the 

time. They take hold of their dreams — of 

peace, equality, beauty, balance, freedom, 

unity — and express them in their creations.

Artists express feelings and emotions

— sorrow, joy, grief, fear, ecstacy . They break 

them open and lay them down where they can 

no longer remain hidden. 

Artists say things with objects, images, 

symbols, and metaphors that are difficult, if not 

impossible, to express any other way.  

Artists have tremendous courage, a necessary 

quality when it comes to expressing personal 

dreams and emotions so all can see them.

Artists break down barriers of thought, time, 

custom, and expectation.

Artists make the intangible tangible.

Artists see the trees and the forest.

Artists challenge us to see and understand 

our world differently than we do now.

Artists are born with open hands and open 

hearts, courageously willing to accept whatever 

is given.

Imagine our world without artists, without 

their ability to see, dream, express, break 

down barriers, and challenge the rest of us to 

imagine our world differently. �

Imagine our world without artists.
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Christine Brooks Cote founded Shanti Arts in 2011 to celebrate art, nature, and spirit. Cote 
edits and publishes Still Point Arts Quarterly, sponsors art competitions and exhibitions online at Still 
Point Art Gallery (stillpointartgallery.com), and publishes a wide array of beautiful and intriguing 
books for adults and children. Cote was born in Wisconsin and raised in southern California, but now 
calls Maine her home. She enjoys the natural environment of Maine with her camera, her husband 
and friends, and two playful and energetic Irish setters.  •  ch r i s t in ecoteph oto .com

http://stillpointartgallery.com
http://christinecotephoto.com


WORKSHOP OPPORTUNITIES 2017
For more information about these and other upcoming workshops

or to register for a workshop,
visit www.shantiarts.com/workshops.

Literary Arts

BUILDING A HOUSE: WRITING MEMOIR AND PERSONAL ESSAY
Learn to think about writing like building a house, focusing on structure, 
situation, and story. Structure (the foundation and studs) — defines the 
beginning, middle, end, and the time-line; Situation (the walls of each room) 

— describes what happens, along with characteristics of people, place, and 
sensory details, to build a picture in the reader’s mind and lift the words from 
the paper into another’s experience; Story (the color scheme, furniture, and 
decorations) — presents the writer’s experience and journey of self-discovery 
to create a reliable narrator for the reader. 

Instructor: Janet Sunderland 
Four Weeks: June 5 to July 2, 2017
Fee: $160

THE FAMILY THAT WRITES TOGETHER
Experience the adventure of writing alongside your son or daughter, child, 
tween, or teen! Join award-winning teacher and author Matt Pasca for a 
journey in creative writing, a journey that will not only enrich your writing 
but your relationship with other people and the world beyond! Utilizing his 
twenty years of classroom experience, humor, accessible teaching models, 
and provocative prompts, Pasca will set you and your son or daughter, child, 
tween, or teen far down the path of creativity and craft. 

Instructor: Matt Pasca 
Six Weeks: June 19 to July 31, 2017
Fee: $190
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YOUR INNER GIFT: CULTIVATING THE ART OF SIMPLICITY IN PHOTOGRAPHY
Learn how to cultivate a mindful, intuitive awareness of simplicity in approaching 
subject matter and composition. Move beyond capturing well exposed 
snapshots of what you see to using basic elements of a visual grammar to 
communicate what you feel and to create images that are uniquely personal 
and meaningful. Ultimately, explore how to convey the spirit of Minor White’s 
sage admonition to “photograph things not only for what they are, but also for 
what else they are.” Note: participants may use any type of camera they wish, 
including a film or digital SLR, a point-and-shoot, or a cell phone camera..

Instructor: Andy Ilachinski
Six Weeks: September 11 to August 23, 2017
Fee: $190

Visual Arts

INTRODUCTION TO WRITING JAPANESE POETRY
Learn about two time-honored forms of Japanese poetry: haiku (the poetry of 
the senses) and tanka (the poetry of the heart). Participants will be introduced 
to an understanding of both of these wonderful ways to express one’s self in 
poetry and will receive supportive critique from the instructor. Suitable for 
both experienced and emerging poets.

Instructor: Naomi Beth Wakan 
Four weeks: September 11 to August 8, 2017
Fee: $160 

THINKING SMALL TO WRITE BIG
Learn to sustain the kind of writing practice that leads to large ideas as well 
as longer work. By thinking small, you will, paradoxically, give yourself the 
space to write big — about your ideas, your spiritual beliefs, your life. Setting 
appropriate goals, sustaining a writing practice, focusing on what is in front 
of you, and learning to look and write deeper are among the subjects we will 
consider. By the end of the workshop, you will have completed a draft of a 
story, essay, chapter, or poem, and along the way, you will have discovered 
your most natural voice.

Instructor: Jane Anne Staw 
Six weeks: July 10 to August 20, 2017
Fee: $190
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LYNN CHEN
Best in Show — Portfolio
Chen is from Taiwan. One image from her portfolio 
is shown on page 10. You are invited to view others 
online.
• www.celesteprize.com/member/idu:96810

MICHAEL DEBORAH SKOFF
Best in Show—Single Image
Skoff is from Ontario, Canada, and her winning 

image is Lana at the Pond. (p. 11)

FRANCESCA BUSCA
Award for Uniqueness of Concept and Originality
Busca is from London, United Kingdom. (p. 12)

• www.francescabusca.com

STEVEN BOGART
Award for Exceptional Composition and Design
Bogart is from Massachusetts. (p. 13)

• stevenkbogrt.com

STEFYNIE ROSENFELD
Award for Distinctive Interpretation of Theme
Rosenfeld is from Hawthorne, New York. (p. 14) 

• take2films.wixsite.com/throughmylens

STILL POINT ART GALLERY’s current exhibition — Still Point IX — is viewable in our online gallery and will 

remain a featured exhibition through July 31, 2017. In this issue we feature images from this exhibition, 

but there are many more to see online. Honored artists for this exhibition are:
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Steven Bogart · Crazy for You

Stefynie Rosenfeld · Fading Childhood

Still PointArt Gallery

Current Exhibition
Still Point IX

Current Exhibition

http://www.celesteprize.com/member/idu
http://www.francescabusca.com
http://stevenkbogrt.com
http://take2films.wixsite.com/throughmylens


Bobby Baker ■ Steven Bogart ■ Eldred Boze ■ Francesca Busca ■ Mary Butler
Lynn Chen ■ Susan Currie ■ Curtis Frederick ■ Suzan Fox ■ Susan Kapuscinski Gaylord
Carol Gooberman ■ Tom Hinkle ■ Sue Anne Hoyt ■ Loretta Kaufman ■ Ryu-Hee Kim
Michael Page Miller ■ Judy Munro ■ Louise Parms ■ Kathryn Reichert ■ Melissa Rian

Stefynie Rosenfeld ■ Susan Ruach ■ Michael Deborah Skoff ■ Karla Van Vliet ■ Carolyn WarmSun
Michael Washburn ■ Anthony Whelihan ■ Nancy Wolitzer ■ Carla Woody ■ Annette Zalanowski
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Steven Bogart · Crazy for You

Stefynie Rosenfeld · Fading Childhood



Award for BEST IN SHOW — Portfolio
LYNN CHEN
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Heart in a Bottle
oil on canvas · www.celesteprize.com/member/idu:96810

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://www.celesteprize.com/member/idu


Award for BEST IN SHOW — Single Image
MICHAEL DEBORAH SKOFF
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Lana at the Pond
oil on wood

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com



Award for Uniqueness of Concept and Originality
FRANCESCA BUSCA
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Black Carnival, 2017
mosaic and mixed media · www.francescabusca.com

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://www.francescabusca.com


Award for Exceptional Composition and Design
STEVEN BOGART
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Steven Bogart
Cathedrals · stevenkbogrt.com

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://stevenkbogrt.com


Award for Distinctive Interpretation of Theme
STEFYNIE ROSENFELD
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Where Time Flies
photographic digital art · take2films.wixsite.com/throughmylens

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://take2films.wixsite.com/throughmylens
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Suzan Fox · Daughter of the Universe
egg tempera with gold leaf · suzanfox.com

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://suzanfox.com
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Judy Munro · Redbuds 84
oil on board · judymunro.com

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://judymunro.com
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Louise Parms · Sill iloquy
digital collage · louiseparms.com

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://louiseparms.com
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Carolyn WarmSun · Melting
acrylic · warmsunart.com

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://warmsunart.com
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Karla Van Vliet · Alma with Surrounding Joy
acrylic on paper, scored painting · vanvlietarts.com

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://vanvlietarts.com
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Carol Gooberman · Coffee Break 
oil · cggfineart.com

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://cggfineart.com
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Tom Hinkle · Dinner at Provincetown, With George
oil on canvas

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com
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Kathryn Reichert · I Speak for the Trees
photographic digital art · kathrynreichert.com

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://kathrynreichert.com
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Ryu-Hee-Kim · For You
nylon, sterling silver, laser engraved acrylic

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com
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Susan Kapuscinski Gaylord · Spirit Book #82: Soaring Serenity
sculpture, artist book · susangaylord.com

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://susangaylord.com
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Melissa Rian · March
encaustic · melissarian.com

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://melissarian.com
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Sue Anne Hoyt · Red Doorpost
oil on canvas · sueannehoyt.com

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://sueannehoyt.com
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Michael Washburn · Unknown Unknowns 4
photography · michael-washburn-a522.squarespace.com

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://michael-washburn-a522.squarespace.com
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Nancy Wolitzer · The Predicted Neuron Blizzard of 2015 That Never Happened
scratchboard and ink · nancywolitzer.com

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://nancywolitzer.com
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Susan Ruach · Energy
photography · susanruachphotography.com

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://susanruachphotography.com
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Michael Page Miller · La Flor 2
photography · michaelpagemillerphotography.com

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://michaelpagemillerphotography.com
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Anthony R. Whelihan · Shame on the Moon
watercolor mixed media

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com
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Loretta Kaufman · Dead Zone 1: Environment Series
acrylic · www.lorettaanakaufman.artweb.com

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://www.lorettaanakaufman.artweb.com
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Bobby Baker · Yesterday
photography · bobbybaker.com

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://bobbybaker.com
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Susan Currie · Prayer Pose
photography · susancurriecreative.com

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://susancurriecreative.com
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Annette Zalanowski · The Mystery of Human Life
mixed media

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com
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Carla Woody · Buddha Cave
mixed media · carlawoodyart.com

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://carlawoodyart.com
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Curtis Frederick · Broken
clay · curtisfrederickfineart.com

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://curtisfrederickfineart.com
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Eldred Boze · Burnt Slide Winter Dream
photographic art · eldredboze.com

Current Exhibition
 Still Point IX

http://eldredboze.com
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Mary Macey Butler · Lone Tree
photography · marymaceybutler.com

May 1 to July 31, 2017
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://marymaceybutler.com
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rossograph, Village Barn

TTTHEHEHE A A ARRRTTTRTRRRTRTRTRRRTR OFOFOF S S STTTRUCRUCRUCTTTUREUREURE

From the Sydney Opera House, the Hagia Sophia, and From the Sydney Opera House, the Hagia Sophia, and From the Sydney Opera House, the Hagia Sophia, and 
the Eiffel Tower, to the New England Congregational the Eiffel Tower, to the New England Congregational the Eiffel Tower, to the New England Congregational 

churches, adobe buildings in New Mexico, and barns of churches, adobe buildings in New Mexico, and barns of churches, adobe buildings in New Mexico, and barns of 
the Midwest, structures possess a connection to history the Midwest, structures possess a connection to history the Midwest, structures possess a connection to history 

and place, as well as attitude and personality.and place, as well as attitude and personality.and place, as well as attitude and personality.

Online Exhibition Dates: August 1 to October 31, 2017Online Exhibition Dates: August 1 to October 31, 2017Online Exhibition Dates: August 1 to October 31, 2017
Submission Deadline: July 1, 2017Submission Deadline: July 1, 2017Submission Deadline: July 1, 2017

Selected Artists Will Have Their Work Featured In theSelected Artists Will Have Their Work Featured In theSelected Artists Will Have Their Work Featured In the
Fall 2017 Issue of Fall 2017 Issue of Fall 2017 Issue of Still Point Arts QuarterlyStill Point Arts QuarterlyStill Point Arts Quarterly

Gail Samuelson, Beaver Swamp, Fall 1
from The Simple Beauty of Nature

NNNATUREATUREATURE’’’SSS TTTEXTUREEXTUREEXTURE

What do I make of all this texture? What does it What do I make of all this texture? What does it What do I make of all this texture? What does it 
mean about the kind of world in which I have been set mean about the kind of world in which I have been set mean about the kind of world in which I have been set 

down? — Annie Dillard, Pilgrim at Tinker Creekdown? — Annie Dillard, Pilgrim at Tinker Creekdown? — Annie Dillard, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek

Online Exhibition Dates: November 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018Online Exhibition Dates: November 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018Online Exhibition Dates: November 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018
Submission Deadline: October 1, 2017Submission Deadline: October 1, 2017Submission Deadline: October 1, 2017

Selected Artists Will Have Their Work Featured In theSelected Artists Will Have Their Work Featured In theSelected Artists Will Have Their Work Featured In the
Winter 2017 Issue of Winter 2017 Issue of Winter 2017 Issue of Still Point Arts QuarterlyStill Point Arts QuarterlyStill Point Arts Quarterly

Rose Palmieri, Cigar Rolling in Cuba
from Still Point VIII

GGGLOBALLOBALLOBAL C C CITIZENSITIZENSITIZENS: P: P: PORTRAITSORTRAITSORTRAITS

Slow down, take time, allow yourself to be wildly diverted Slow down, take time, allow yourself to be wildly diverted Slow down, take time, allow yourself to be wildly diverted 
from your plan. People are the soul of the place; from your plan. People are the soul of the place; from your plan. People are the soul of the place; 

don’t forget to meet them and enjoy their company don’t forget to meet them and enjoy their company don’t forget to meet them and enjoy their company 
as you explore a place.  — David duCheminas you explore a place.  — David duCheminas you explore a place.  — David duChemin

Online Exhibition Dates: February 1 to April 30, 2018Online Exhibition Dates: February 1 to April 30, 2018Online Exhibition Dates: February 1 to April 30, 2018
Submission Deadline: January 2, 2017Submission Deadline: January 2, 2017Submission Deadline: January 2, 2017

Selected Artists Will Have Their Work Featured In theSelected Artists Will Have Their Work Featured In theSelected Artists Will Have Their Work Featured In the
Spring 2018 Issue of Spring 2018 Issue of Spring 2018 Issue of Still Point Arts QuarterlyStill Point Arts QuarterlyStill Point Arts Quarterly

stillpointartgallery.com
Upcoming Exhibitions
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Every Gallery exhibition presents the oppor tunity to honor a small number of ar tists. Our 
current Gallery Ar tists are listed below. Please take a few moments to visit our website and 
view the work of these creative individuals.

Shoshanna Ahar t  ·  Bobby Baker

 Pat Benincasa  ·  Steven Bogar t

Francesca Busca  ·  Lynn Chen

Dara Daniel  ·  Myles Gal lagher

Sheldon Goldman ·  Jane Gottl ieb

 David Hender son  ·  Gai l Higginbotham

Sue Anne Hoyt  ·  Candi S. Kal insky

Loretta Kaufman ·  Rosalyn Kl iot

Candace Law  ·  Car y Loving

Jolanta Mazur  ·  Judy Munro

 Mar ti Neveln  ·  George Pennington

Joan Proudman  ·  Stefynie Rosenfeld

Tatiana Roul in  ·  Lidia Kenig Scher

Marcie Scudder ·  Hadass Shereshevsky     

·  Karen Shulman ·  Michael Deborah Skoff

Kay Sul l ivan ·  Carolyn WarmSun

Helen Warner ·  Richard Weibl inger

 Abby Zonies

stillpointartgallery.com
Gallery Artists



WE WENT WHERE PEOPLE DON’T GO

Vincent Louis Carrella
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R EMEMBER HOW THE SURFACE OF THE
water was so clear that we could 

see ourselves as we leaned over the 

gunwale? You said it was like resin. It was so clear 

that we could see the whites of each other’s 

eyes. The boat heaved up on the swell, and we 

felt the g-force of it. We could feel gravity. The 

boat rose and fell, and we were giddy from the 

sensation, but still the surface of the water was 

like glass, and there was hardly a sound. You 

looked at me and mouthed, “Are we dreaming?” 

and I shook my head because I truly didn’t know. 

The air was heavy and it was hard to breathe, 

which is how it is when the barometer is low. 

We dipped our hands in the water, and I heard 

the it fall off your fingers the way water falls 

in a cave — that echo. Then you said, “Will we 

always be together?” I didn’t answer right away, 

and that gave you pause. I could tell by the set 

of your face. You wanted me to say, “Yes, of 

course, we’ll always be together.” But how can 

you answer a question like that with any real 

certainty?

By the look of the sky, we should have been 

more afraid than we were, but it didn’t faze us 

at all. You just kept trailing your hand in the 

water, and I held the prow in both arms. The 

boat was moving by some mysterious means. 

There was no wind. No engine. It was like we 

willed it on. That’s when I told you the truth 

as I saw it then. I said, “No, I don’t think so.” 

And we both looked off at that horizon as if we 

knew it to be true. 

I remember distinctly the smell of the lacquer. 

The boat was meticulously clean. We kept 

looking up at the sky because we expected 

a downpour. It seemed impossible that it 

wouldn’t rain. The boat dipped and fell into the 

The boat was moving by some mysterious means. There 
was no wind. No engine. It was like we willed it on. That’s 
when I told you the truth as I saw it then.

The photograph to the left, by Kathryn Reichert, is part of Still Point Art Gallery’s current exhibition, Still Point IX (see more images from 
this show on the previous pages). The image is titled “We Went Where People Don’t Go.” Each quarter, Vincent Louis Carrella chooses an 
image from our exhibition to inspire a story. He is a careful and provocative storyteller, and at one level, his work points out the many 
possible interpretations there can be about a piece of art. Having had different life experiences and different foundations to draw from, 
each person sees the world in a unique way. Each person sees something different in a picture. Each person responds to an image with 
different thoughts and emotions. Each person is stirred or rattled for different reasons. And, each person is uniquely inspired. Here is 
Vincent’s story about Kathryn’s image. What is yours? I’d love to read it . . . info@shantiarts.com.

Want to know the artist’s story of this image? Read about it on page 44.

For Sian
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next trough. You told me that you loved me 

more than anything there ever was. You said, “I 

love you most of all.” But I didn’t say anything. 

Those words just hung in the air. It wasn’t that I 

didn’t feel it, I just didn’t want to say it because 

I felt I had to. Plus, I wasn’t thinking about that 

kind of thing. My mind just wasn’t in that place 

at that moment.  I was worried about the boat 

and the sea and the storm.

There was a thunderhead looming on the 

horizon behind us like an inverted island. But 

it never came. Maybe that’s what was driving 

the boat on. Storm energy. It was so quiet I 

could hear the oarlocks clacking as the boat 

was gently tossed. You had on that rose petal 

dress, the same one you were wearing when 

I first laid my eyes on you. And it was electric 

under that monochrome sky. You didn’t look 

real. And I thought about Andrew Wyeth. You 

were like that woman lying in the grass. And 

the swell behind you was like that field she was 

in. Christina’s World. That’s what it’s called. I 

learned about that in an art class in college 

before we met. And then I remembered where 

we were. We were in the museum, and we were 

looking at a painting of a boat alone on an 

ocean, and it seemed so real. You said that you 

wished we could just lean in and fall into that 

boat and sail away forever. 

Who knows where it would have taken us? 

At one point I asked you. You looked like you 

were going to cry. Then I said, “What does 

always mean anyway?” You said it meant the 

rest of our lives. I had no response to that. 

There was no wind, but the boat was moving 

faster. “Where are you taking us?” I asked. 

And then it was your turn for silence. You just 

stared out at the black ocean, and I saw a 

small smile on your face. “We’re going where 

people don’t go,” you said. “To always.” And 

then you grabbed my arm and pulled me out 

of the frame. �

The artist’s story: “I shot this image [page 42] in Denali National Park while hiking one of the ridges with a friend. 
The view was humbling; I remember looking out over this vast landscape and feeling so incredibly small. I later 
chose this landscape for a series in which I use imaging software to paint objects into scenes, thus reifying the 
experience as I remember it.  I chose a weathered ship to represent the displacement I felt and also the sense of 
adventure that carried us up the ridge that day. The degradation of the ship suggests the effect of passing time 
on our memory of our experiences. My hope for the viewer is that they get a sense of this adventure and also feel 
called to remember times when they acted with daring and were left awestruck.”   — Kathryn Reichert

two additional images by Kathryn Reichert on the next page

[top] “Energy Conversion”
[bottom] “I Speak for the Trees”
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COMPOSING FOR CLAIRE
Ann Copeland

IT’S A SIMPLE STORY. 
A new being enters the world. I feel 

the urge to celebrate, search for an 

appropriate gesture. 

Decide that each year I’ll compose a piece on 

the piano to celebrate this birth, this mystery of 

growth, this unanticipated enlargement of family.

Granddaughter arrives.

Rejoice.

Simple story.

Except that no story is simple.

Foreign elements intrude, enrich, complicate the 

narrative. Backstory from one’s life makes itself felt 

at unexpected moments. Nonetheless, the basic 

plot line has continued now through fourteen 

birthdays. Each November, a piece composed by 

Grandma Cookie appears, in black ink on colored 

paper, three holes punched so Claire can insert 

it into her special binder, Claire’s Musikbuchlein.

As I write this, I’ve come to the end of the 

project. That “baby” is now a happy, talented 

fourteen-year-old who already knows her nimble 

way around the keyboard, can improvise her own 

songs, and make her full-sized cello sing. After I 

played Claire her birthday piece last year, I turned 

to her and said, “This is it, Claire. You’re going off 

to a new adventure in a few months. High school. 

No more annual birthday pieces; you will be into 

a new life. If you fall in love, though, call me up, 

and I’ll see if I can compose you a ballad.”

From the end, now, I survey the fourteen years 

and wonder just why I did it.

What sustained me through this work? And 

what do they really add up to, these notated 

pieces celebrating a child’s growth into young 

womanhood?

As Chebutykin, the weary doctor in Chekhov’s 

Three Sisters so effectively intones in the face 

of futile human effort, “What difference does it 

make?”

Time’s passing intensifies this question for me.

I was not naïve. I had a pretty good sense of the 

effort it would require. Nor did I feel particularly 

confident. On the contrary, I felt embarrassed, 

even a bit pretentious, when I finally said to my son 

and daughter-in-law, “Every year I hope to write a 

piece for Claire’s birthday.” They took it calmly.

I had never thought I’d become a grandmother. 

Religious life cancels any such expectation. So 

now the surprised Grandma Cookie would try 

to compose. 

In the early years I played for her. In recent 

years I’ve played with her, improvised to her 

bass, read a four-hand composition with her, or 

jointly fooled around on the keyboard.

Who can fathom how layers of our years work their way into the songs we sing of our own lives, or the stories we 
tell of others? A written symbol lies f lat on the page, as do these words on this page. Yet, as any reader knows, a 
symbol implies acres of meaning. Exploring that space has occupied musicians and readers for centuries. 
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Sometimes musical aptitude develops slowly. 

Other times a leap occurs. A few years ago, after 

her tenth birthday, I jotted down an anecdote to 

catch my sense of such a leap. My husband and I 

were winding up an overnight visit to Seattle. To 

while away a few moments on this slow Saturday 

morning, Claire was, at her dad’s request, playing 

for us a Beethoven Sonatina in G, the first 

movement. When she finished, I asked her, “Want 

to have some fun and out-Beethoven Beethoven?”

Always game, she slid over on the piano bench, 

and I sat down at the top end. We were familiar 

with this arrangement from playing duets. As 

she again played Beethoven, I fumbled some 

harmonies in the upper register in the key of G. 

She was wedded to notes, of course, yet saw me 

wandering around the keyboard without sheet 

music in front of me as I searched for what was 

possible in the moment.

She knew I’d been studying jazz improvisation 
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for a few years, and after years of reading 

classical and pop music, I was trying to free 

myself from depending on notation.

“Play the scale of G for me,” I asked.

Easily done. Nimble little fingers.

“Now show me the triad of G major.”

Easily done.

“D major.”

Ditto.

Ready to roll.

“As I play, just watch my left hand,” I said. I 

showed her again the three basic triads she had 

just moments before so easily located.

“Now, I’ll play the top that Beethoven wrote for 

us, but you keep your eye on my left hand and 

you’ll see he’s using exactly the chords you just 

played for me.”

We fooled around with this a bit. The whole 

process occupied perhaps five minutes. It was 

fun. And then she was off to play with Delilah, 

the cat.

Once again, I felt grateful to my first piano 

teacher, Professor John L. Bonn, who assigned 

me, long before Claire’s age, to write out chords 

and symbols for the tonic (I), subdominant (IV), 

and dominant (V) in a specified key before each 

lesson. It seemed so useless then, a total bother 

unrelated to this exciting new power of calling 

forth music from a keyboard. I was, however, an 

earnest child.

Now, I was traveling back into that simple 

exercise routine, which cramped my writing 

fingers each week before I got ready to walk to my 

music lesson after school, be propped up on the 

requisite number of yellow G. Schirmer albums 

before the black Steinway of Professor Bonn in his 
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large clapboard home on Willow Street Extension 

in Waterbury, Connecticut. My weekly lesson from 

age seven to thirteen cost three dollars. 

As I began, what immediately mattered to 

me was finding something less transient than 

rubber duckies, Dr. Seuss, Legos, Mary Poppins, 

Harry Potter, or Kit the American Girl. What 

could I offer that might hold some meaning for 

a new child in this new world when she turned 

sixteen, say, or twenty? Make that fifty. In any 

case, searching for a more lasting gesture, I 

chose the most evanescent of gifts: music. 

There is no holding onto its sounds, no catching 

it, possessing it as a thing. You cannot stand and 

study it as you might a painting. As its sounds 

come to life, they fade. Nonetheless, I thought, 

I would use each piece to chart her years and 

celebrate the milestone called “birthday.”

One small moment solidified my resolve.

Shortly after Claire was born, my husband and 

I went out for dinner at McGrath’s, a local fish 

restaurant. As usual, we chatted with our waitress, 

this time a slim, shy student at the university from 

which I’d just retired. Suddenly, in the course 

of our exchange, she said “My grandpa writes 

songs for me,” and her face lit up.

Her words touched me. Her delight. And I 

remembered that. Her grandpa had bridged 

time and found a way into her heart. He had, 

moreover, offered her access to a bit of joy. 

Could I do that?

Timing mattered, too. Claire had chosen the 

perfect moment to appear in my life. Composing 

for her fit right into my hopes and goals for 

retirement: to make music in many different forms 

and ways. Besides, I sometimes like a challenge.

In one sense, the first three years were the 

easiest. Year one: “Claire’s First Piece,” on bright 

pink paper. Year two: “Claire’s Tango,” on bright 

green. Year three: “Claire’s Waltz,” on gray. I 

wanted a different bright color for each year. 

Heavier stock paper, I hoped, might withstand the 

turning of pages by grimy fingers in years to come.

For the first attempt, on its bright pink stock, I 

aimed for melody, a singing quality. In the key of 

E flat, it is meticulously written out, replete with 

signals for dynamics, phrasing, and tempo. Where 

do musical ideas come from? I cannot answer 

that clearly. If I play a few tones on the piano, 

sometimes one tone seems to call for another, 

or a group of tones to carry it forward. Perhaps 

it’s a bit like people who hum as they work, not 

humming “a piece” really, but somehow pulling 

sounds out of mind and ear and air tones to go 

pleasingly together. I wanted something singable. 

For a while, I kept a messy notebook about this 

process, and tucked into that, I now find this note: 

The fascination for me of what leads to what, what 

goes to what? You fool around with tones, see 

where they may take you. For me, that occurs at 

the keyboard. As I worked each year, questions 

would arise that echoed similar perplexities I’d 

had in writing fiction. How do you get a sense 

of direction? How do you make an ending? What 

can repetition achieve? You try one thing, then 

another. In fiction-making or music-making, you 

are not so much following a path as making up 

the path you follow, even as you travel. Surprise 

is a key element, for composer as well as for 

reader or listener.

In his little book, Design in Music, Gerald 

Abraham makes this seemingly simple 

observation: once a composer has conceived the 

first musical idea or motive, the basic problem 

is how to go on. She faces a choice: repeat that 

thought, exactly or altered, or say something 

different. How many times over the years had I 

faced that basic problem with a half-written page 

of text in front of me. Now it was a keyboard.
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I started work on Piece #l in January, two 

months after her birth, aiming to complete it 

for her first birthday the following November. 

Delivering it on time didn’t matter while she was 

a baby, but I would try. In addition to revising a 

long novel during those months, at the keyboard, 

I was swinging back and forth between learning 

Brahms’ four-hand Waltzes and Dvorák’s 

Slavonic Dances with Gretchen, my piano 

partner, to memorizing a Beethoven Bagatelle,

to deciphering harmonic progressions in a bit of 

Beethoven’s Waldstein Sonata, Op. 53. Playing 

the Waldstein is far beyond my powers, but this 

particular passage drew me deeply. I hoped I 

might in some way be able to use what it taught 

me, for Claire. I’ve never formally studied theory, 

never had a course in music history, so figuring 

out connections between chords, where they 

go, how they might combine, has been learned 

a little here, a little there, over the years. 

I sounded out the passage over and over. Then, 

I plotted out the right hand and saw that it was 

built on five notes of the E-major scale, starting 

on G-sharp and working down to C-sharp and 

then back up G-sharp before finally dipping 

again to stop on F-sharp. Beethoven is taking us 

on a simple little trip via mi re do ti la ti do, much 

like the soprano’s vocal exercises we endured 

morning after morning from open windows next 

door on South Hyde Park Boulevard in Chicago. 

Context is all. It’s what Beethoven puts with this 

little nursery rhyme melody, how he voices the 

chords that support it., transforming a simple 

few tones into an excursion fathoms deep. So 
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straightforward, yet so haunting. My numbers 

here, charting his course, look sterile and dull: 

I V vi III7 IV V I ii I V I. Near the expected end of 

this phrase, he dips down to leave us hanging 

on a dominant B seventh, that tone that “cries” 

to go home. And finally, as if to say, “Don’t miss 

this,” he immediately repeats the whole pattern 

an octave below. It’s a truly beautiful tease, a 

short adventure taking us away from a secure 

home (in the key of E) through ridges of change 

in nearby neighborhoods, toward a momentary 

alighting in a secondary home (key of A). Then 

he turns us around with soul stirring chords to 

lead us back to true security, our home. My 

words limp in expressing the profundity of this 

brief trip, one he’ll repeat in various ways in 

pages that follow. For years, this passage had 

haunted me. I wanted somehow to use it.

To do that, I’d have to transpose it to the key I 

was working in for Claire. I did this, and thereby 

came to know in a deeper way the power of the 

single tone (the lovely E natural in the F-minor 

chord), but here’s the important thing: I never 

did use it. There was no place for it.

Hours of work down the drain. Still, there’s 

no way to know if that’s true, for perhaps new 

musical synapses were created in my brain. 

My Beethoven excursion joined, so to speak, 

bulging files of cast-offs from fictional efforts: 

plots, dialogue bits, fabulous unused ideas. 

Learning to discard matters. I knew about 

Beethoven’s notebooks, Gershwin’s tune book. 

Our universe resounds with musical possibilities, 

tones unsounded, chords unheard.

Maybe Keats had it right: Unheard melodies 

are sweeter.

Early on I learned, as well, the value of stealing, 

of heeding echoes in the head. In year two, when 

I wanted to compose a tango, Bizet clarified 

the rhythm for me. (Ten years later, the baby-

become-star would herself play the Habenera

from Carmen in her own piano recital.)

When, for her third birthday, I wanted to 

produce a waltz, I turned for inspiration to a 

favorite: Scott Joplin’s Bethena. The singing 

melody, the regular waltz time, the dance-

ableness of it all — I wanted to achieve 

something like that.

Gretchen and I were at that time playing 

Brahms’ Waltzes, Op. 39. Though Brahms is 

nowhere on my notated page, who knows what 

ultimately etches our lines in time?

Next came a significant roadblock: Interruption. 

I knew well that major interruption could 

kill a writer’s infant idea. A big trip, a family 

crisis — how do you sustain momentum in your 

project? In fiction writing, especially in the early, 

tentative stages of a story, my own limit for 

sustaining the zip of story-in-process was about 

three days. After that, significant loss. I would 

resort to writing telegraphic notes to myself on 

bits of paper. Nevertheless, days passed, golden 

bits turned to dross, recycling bins overflowed.

In February, my husband and I went to Hawaii 

for a week. Maui, long on oceanfront and open 

time, offered no piano. I feared losing the thread 

of Claire’s piece. One morning, lying alone on 

the beach, I tried humming out tunes on the do 

re mi scale. Years of using a pitch pipe to teach 

nuns Gregorian chant paid off. I hummed the 

thread of Claire’s piece on do re mi up to the 

point where it could go one of several ways. It 

seemed to work. I could hold these bits in my 

head. Reassured, I sank into the sand.

Two or three weeks after we came home, I 

was able to return to the piece at last. Thanks 

to solfège, it had remained with me. Better 

yet, I discovered that as I walked around the 

neighborhood or to the library, I could hum parts 

of it, even imagine other musical possibilities, 
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away from the keyboard. This was new and 

encouraging. As a rule, I don’t walk around with 

tunes in my head.

Each year after that, early October signaled 

time to begin Claire’s work. In late November, 

I’d deliver the piece to her mom and dad as she 

crawled and ran about, blissfully unaware. I’d 

play it for them. Then, her copy would be slipped 

into the special notebook. In her third year, she 

noticed and asked what that was all about. Her 

mom explained “Each year, Grandma Cookie is 

writing a piece for your birthday.” “Okay,” she 

grinned, and watched it go into the book and then 

into the closet alongside rain gear, scarves, boots.

When Claire turned four, she was in playschool. 

She had little friends.

She was beginning to name her own 

expanding world. That year I smartened up.

Words, that’s what we need, words to 

articulate her sense of her world. And so now 

each piece would try to say something about 

her evolving life, and the task grew both simpler 

and more complicated. Simpler, because I cast 

off earlier ambitions. In the beginning, facing a 

blank musical slate, I’d been thinking in terms of 

musical genres: a minuet, say, a waltz, a rhapsody, 

and so on. Now, I could think about Claire — her 

life, its pieces — and how to get some of that 

musically onto a page so we could sing it.

Claire, four years old, highly verbal, was already 

diddling on the piano. One quick look at the 

lyrics of her Fourth Birthday song tells the tale:

My name is Claire Eliza-a-beth Furt-wangler,

My daddy’s name is Thomas Ga-vin,

My mommy’s name is Ly-anda Lynn Haupt,

We all live here in West Seattle.

Chick-wicki, yell-ow mell-ow, live with us.

Cuck-y, luck-y, Clem-en-tine,

They sure can make a fuss.

But sometimes when we sneak a peek,

To see what’s in their nest

We find a big sur-prise,

And the green ones are the best!

The song went on to describe her weekly 

schedule — swimming, playing, school, her 

closest friends ,— and ended with a look toward 

the next year. Minuets and rhapsodies had bit 

the dust; I had landed on musical earth.

We sang it together with Claire, and then she 

danced to it. Next day, when we were in the car, 

her mom and dad and Claire all began to belt 

out, “My name is Claire Elizabeth Furtwangler.” 

I felt I’d hit a bull’s eye.

Then came five, pre-school, and the years 

thereafter — real school.

What would a five-year-old only child want to 

hear about her life? There were her friends — Vanja, 

Kashia, Amy, Peter — her teachers, her swimming 

lessons, her ballet lessons, her Sunday School 

teachers. There were as well her chickens and 

Anni, the hostile cat. Oh yes, the gerbil. Forget 

the gerbil. Focus on the star herself.

So I scrunched my knees under her child’s-size 

yellow table, took a sheet of her orange paper 

and a crayon, and quizzed her. When I could pry 

her attention away from the little girl’s mirror 

over her table, she answered my questions. I 

wrote it all down, went home, and got to work.

Over the years, Claire’s interviews expanded. 

At eleven, she filled out a long email questionnaire 

about the personalities of her latest chickens, 

her current best friends, her favorite authors 

and singers. Later, she included what she hoped 

to be and do with her life. Basically this boiled 

down to saving the world, starting with the 

environment. More recent answers, at thirteen 

and fourteen, added the note, “I’ll write and 

sing music, and become a star.”
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Someone once asked George Gershwin which 

came first, music or words. He had no patience 

with the question. I sympathize. I cannot describe 

the process exactly, but I know instinctively that 

some phrases, some lines, are more singable 

than others. I fool around at the keyboard, I look 

at the interview notes, make up a little ditty that 

might rhyme a bit, try it out. Claire’s life grows 

full; my words sound dull. I am no Ira Gershwin 

or Cole Porter. How to feed into a little song the 

exotic experiences of being kissed by an African 

giraffe in Kenya, practicing cello, walking with 

Masai warriors, liking Cat Stevens, listening to 

mom on her violin, dad on his African drums? 

How to make a whole out of such disparate 

scraps? Bits of papers are strewn on the floor 

around my piano bench. Bach composed his B 

Minor Mass by assembling pieces. Too early to 

know what’s a discard.

Chance favors the prepared mind.

Dull days can feel oh so very dull. As I scratched 

away on Claire’s latest, a sheet flew off the 

music stand, and there, revealed, stood music 

from The Magic Flute. Mozart — it’s hard to 

imagine him dull — leapt to my rescue, handing 

me Papageno’s song. Into Claire’s piece went 

a bit of Mozart. Not to be outdone, Beethoven 

made his contribution to the same composition, 

a phrase from the engaging Danza alla Tedesca, 

from Op. 130. Three years later, Jerome Kern 

saved me with a line from Smoke Gets in Your 

Eyes to hold a list of Claire’s current friends.

Around the time of her tenth birthday, Claire 

went onstage to sing, but not where you might 

expect. With enviable composure, she climbed 

the steps to the far end of the sanctuary at 

Holy Rosary Church, turned to face a packed 

congregation, and sang into the microphone the 

beautiful Alleluia for the First Sunday of Advent. 

A few days later came her birthday song:

Here’s my song for birthday ten,

Full of me and my life again,

Some things new and some things old,

Listen up and you will be told.

This intro held a surprise: it was sung to the 

melody of her Alleluia.

I wanted to honor a child’s growing life, make 

a little singable record of her childhood. From 

the beginning, I recognized it as a feint against 

time’s sickle. Then, too, I’d lived long enough 

in music’s forever fading frame to know that 

for any song to last past the birthday itself, I’d 

have to notate it. How else have composers, for 

centuries, tried to nail down what’s constantly 

disappearing? On the other hand, how 

persistently, too, have musicians resisted being 

tied to the notes, followed their impulse to move 

off the sheet, so to speak, and sing their own 
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songs? I would notate Claire’s pieces as well as I 

could, but try to leave her some room.

Learning precisely how and where to make 

those marks on the G or bass clef is work. 

Tedious. One must be precise. I am not naturally 

precise. My little notation book has grown 

tattered through the Claire project, and her 

music sheets are far from perfect. As I went to 

work and messed up sheet after sheet each year, 

I drew odd comfort from knowing that Schubert 

left a big ink blot on the manuscript of his 

Trout Quintet. I was fascinated to learn about a 

Beethoven manuscript newly discovered in 2005. 

This eighty-four-page, four-hand piano version 

of his Grosse Fugue showed Beethoven’s 

intense physicality as he wrote: holes gouged by 

erasures, splattered ink, measures canceled out 

with crosshatches, smudges from wiped-away 

wet ink, high notes soaring far above the staff. 

Who knows what agitation, urgency, frustration 

this evidence suggests as Beethoven — old, sick, 

stone deaf — pressed symbols into the paper 

just eight months before he died? One more 

teasing example: a recent display of a Chopin 

manuscript at the Morgan Library included a 

satiric sketch of Mozart doodled onto the page 

by Chopin as he was notating. I’ve had good 

company in finding this task a drag. White-out 

became my new best friend.

More recent birthday pieces have grown 

thinner on notation, particularly the bass 

notes. Melodies remain intact, but directions 

for phrasing and dynamics have almost 

disappeared. Claire is developing her own 

sense of both. Above each bar, I’ve simply 

indicated the appropriate chord: C7, F minor, 

and so on. Sometimes I was lazy or short on 

time that November. Other factors have 

been at work, too. During the years since 

Claire’s sixth birthday, I’ve been slowly moving 

through my own musical evolution, learning to 

read jazz lead sheets more quickly, trying to 

decipher more accurately the chord symbols 

above the melodies in my jazz Real Book. 

Lessons in improvisation have terrified me, but 

also loosened me up. I’ve come to see more 

possibilities at the keyboard, developed more 

courage to try them out. 

As I put down those black symbols on Claire’s 

pages, I want them to be an avenue to discovery, 

not a box to fit into. The words are fixed, of 

course, but for the music in later pieces, I’ve  

simply put down clues to the harmonic structure. 

Maybe someday Claire will look at them and a 

light will go on: Ah, I could play it this way . . . 

or that way . . . or another way. She might move 

through the portal of those symbols toward 

richer musical avenues. If it never happens, 
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that’s fine; the song remains there, words and 

music recording her moments in time. 

At the end of her ninth birthday song, I added 

this to her tune in 4/4 time, key of C major: To 

finish, play anything you want, using C G F chords 

in any order, as long as you end with a C chord 

and keep the basic rhythm of the piece. Bravo! 

As I told Claire with her fourteenth birthday 

piece, “This is it.” I felt relieved, glad I’d 

persevered, and ready to call it done. Still, I 

wanted to wrap it up, make the ending more 

tangible. I decided I’d find a way to get a CD 

made of all the songs. I knew, even then, that 

by the time she might want to hear them again, 

CDs would be long gone. You do what you can 

do, and that was what I could do. 

Once again, I was lucky. After asking 

around—friends, musicians, singers—I found my 

singer. My aging voice sometimes cracks; Jill’s 

voice is lovely and, besides, she had a real feeling 

for her own grandmother and was instinctively 

enthusiastic about the project. So she undertook 

a substantial task: learning melodies and lyrics 

to ten new songs, some outside her normal 

singing range. An experienced improviser and 

sound engineer said he would do the recording. 

And so arrived a unique moment: I sat at the 

great Steinway on the university’s Hudson Hall 

Music Center stage and played Claire’s songs 

while Jill sang and Mike recorded us. A few 

days later came the editing session. Shortly 

thereafter, the CD was made.

And again, as if the gods favored this task, I 

found a talented graphic designer to make the 

CD cover and design the inserted booklet to 

carry all the words, and a few small shots of the 

star herself at various stages. 

Christmas came. The CD was delivered.

FINIS

As I look back now, some aspects of this venture 

seem clear, but the desire to do it caught me by 

surprise. I did wish to celebrate this unexpected 

turn in my life and honor a new being’s arrival 

in this strange and baffling world. To mark it 

annually by making songs simply felt, well, right. 

Then too, I’d seen the light in that waitress’ eyes. 

I sensed that however modest the project’s 

outcome, that would be fine. It would require 

work, but also maybe offer a bit of fun. As for the 

basic itch to compose songs, I’d felt that before 

in other circumstances, but never to celebrate 

such a joyful event. 

Music subverts the inevitability of ending. 

Decades ago, those shakily penciled-in 

symbols on my childhood’s music pages had 

opened portals to another world my aged 

teacher could never have imagined. They had 

led to years of discovery and pleasure. More 

recently, another teacher had opened even 

more doors into musical freedom through 

improvisation. 

Who can fathom how layers of our years 

work their way into the songs we sing of our 

own lives, or the stories we tell of others? A 

written symbol lies flat on the page, as do these 

words on this page. Yet, as any reader knows, 

a symbol implies acres of meaning. Exploring 

that space has occupied musicians and readers 

for centuries. My words and the notes written 

on those brightly colored pages are not bound 

just to the pages. They constitute a symbolic 

gesture as much toward the future as toward 

the present birthday. They spring from a mix of 

realism and hope, heartfelt gratitude set forth 

in odd looking black symbols sprinkled across 

messy pages to sing a life.

And so, not surprisingly, the story of 

composing. for Claire turns out to be not so 

simple. �
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Golden Stream, 2015. 30 x 40 inches 
(76.2 x 101.6 cm). Oil on board.

“I’ve been involved with art as far back as I can remember. 

In one of my earliest years in school, I drew a picture of a 

horse, and my teacher showed it to the school principal 

who then called my parents to advise them to encourage 

my artistic development. My parents became my biggest 

supporters, looking for every opportunity to get me involved 

in art. After grade school, I was accepted into Cass Technical 

High School’s art department where I learned all the basics: 

the fundamentals of color and perspective, figure drawing, art 

appreciation, as well as how to ‘see’ and how to draw what 

I saw. Receiving a scholarship, I attended Pratt Institute in 

New York, where I completed my first two years of college; I 

later finished my B.F.A. at Wayne State University in Detroit.

• In 1974 I entered the corporate design world as an artist 

for The Society of Manufacturing Engineers. There I spent 

the next twenty-three years, first as artist, then as designer, 

supervisor, and manager of the graphic services department. 

In 1998 I began a ten-year stint with Lionel L.L.C. (yes, the 

train maker), eventually becoming director of marketing 

services. • In January 2009 I found myself with the opportunity 

to continue pursuing my corporate career or to pursue my 

passion of becoming a professional artist. Life is short; I chose 

to pursue my passion. • In May 2009 I picked up a paintbrush 

and recommitted myself to art. I’ve never looked back, and my 

road has been a good one. During the past seven and a half 

years, I’ve shown my work in numerous juried, group, and solo 

shows, and I am currently represented by eight galleries in the 

upper Midwest.

“My landscapes are a combination of observation, imagination, 

and ‘memory fragments,’ bits and pieces of sights, sounds, 

smells, and feelings remembered from childhood, a myriad 

of lasting impressions now translated, alla prima, into oil 

paint on board. I recall summer trips bracketed with endless, 

fluid roadside montages: fields and farmland, forests and sky, 

Judy Munro

PORTFOLIO



“I remember 
forest 

treks into 
magni�cent 

cathedrals 
of nature’s 

stillness.”
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Stream by a Lake, 2014. 40 x 40 inches 
(101.6 x 101.6 cm). Oil on board.

JUDY MUNRO lives in Rochester Hills, Michigan • www.judymunro.com • jdmunro2602@gmail.com

Munro is represented by the following galleries: DCF Gallery, Grosse Pointe, Michigan; 

Hudson Gallery, Sylvania, Ohio; LaFontsee Galleries, Grand Rapids and Douglas, Michigan; 

River’s Edge Gallery, Wyandotte, Michigan; River’s End Gallery, Elm Grove, Wisconsin; 

Synchronicity, Glen Arbor, Michigan; The Leigh Gallery, Chicago, Illinois.

melting into ribbons of color and texture as we traveled around Michigan. I remember forest treks 

into magnificent cathedrals of nature’s stillness: trees so tall they gobbled up the sky, allowing only 

occasional shafts of sunlight to pierce their canopy and create altars on the forest floor, while patches 

of light lay strewn like gold coins, creating paths that beckoned us to venture deeper into the woods. 

There were cottage vacations spent lakeside where we ended every day huddled in wool blankets on a 

shore or dock into the late evening, breathing in the cool summer dampness while the night sky put on a 

show of light and stars. The shared darkness seemed sacred and comforting, and the vast blackness of 

the lake was made ‘safe’ by the glow from the cottage lights and campfires of other vacationers. These 

are just some of the remembered impressions repeatedly encoded in so many of my landscapes.”

Trees and Water

http://www.judymunro.com
mailto:jdmunro2602@gmail.com
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Bay Stream, 2014. 32 x 24 inches (81.2 x 60.9 cm). Oil on board.
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Lake’s Edge, 2016. 32 x 24 inches (81.2 x 60.9 cm). Oil on board.
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Judy Munro

Pat’s Boat, 2014. 32 x 24 inches (81.2 x 60.9 cm). Oil on board.
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An Invitation, 2016. 40 x 30 inches (101.6 x 76.2 cm). Oil on board.
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Six, 2014. 40 x 40 inches (81.2 x 60.9 cm). Oil on board.

Reed River House, 2015. 40 x 40 inches (101.6 x 101.6 cm). Oil on board.
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Smallwood Summer, 2014. 32 x 24 inches (81.2 x 60.9 cm). Oil on board.

Summer Reflections, 2014. 40 x 30 inches (101.6 x 76.2 cm). Oil on board.



SLOW LEARNER
Jan Shoemaker

SUMMER INTERRUPTS A TEACHING LIFE
like a refrain following a jolting series 

of erratic free verses. Last year’s final 

verse, launched by an upturned mop (six 

scrawny feet and tousled hair) that clattered 

into my room with a gym bag and lacrosse 

gear just after I’d turned in final grades and 

was locking my file cabinets, went like this:

“Dude! I gotta have a B!” 

“Dude, you gotta earn a B! And did you call me 

Dude? I’m your uppity English teacher — that’s 

‘Ms. Dude’ to you!”

Slow learner that I am, moving among students wedged into desks in my crowded classroom, swept up in the 
current as rivers of them course through our high school’s halls, I don’t hear the ruckus of resurrection happening 
around me, don’t see it here, amid banging lockers and bulging backpacks. Yet eternity shows its hand, f lashing 
yellow-green in these fresh shoots that jostle my old joints. They are not their great-grandparents and they are.
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stepping lightly through the high school door into 

the sunny second week of June, I picked the tune 

right up. “Na na na na”—a glance at the school 

parking lot in my rearview mirror—“hey hey hey: 

goodbye!” (This was also my divorce theme song 

many long years ago.) I drove with the windows 

down, belting the old lyrics through the whipping 

strands of my hair, singing to my fellow humans 

buttoned up in accountant and optometrist suits 

as we paused together at traffic lights, wailing to 

the car wash guys in their rubber boots and the 

cashiers tethered to display counters in the low 

sprawling mall. “Hey hey hey: goodbye!”

But when I pulled into the driveway at home, 

all that breezy vive la liberation! sputtered and 

died. Having driven to the lip of summer, which 

looms vast and deep as the Grand Canyon, I 

teetered there, disoriented and overwhelmed. 

Dropping my bag inside the front door, I worked 

the short line of our ecstatic dogs, lab Gracie 

and lab-ish Scout, reminded them they are 

“Good girls! Good girls!,” and got them each a 

gruesome little gummy-steak from the treat bag 

in the cupboard. Then I made a tentative tour of 

the house, unsure where to turn, knowing how 

way leads on to way and all that.

Blinking at the stacks of books foresting our 

end tables, which would only be hewn with 

reading, I turned to the paper shards torn from 

notebooks and menus and magazines: frowzy 

split-ends sticking out of folders piled on my desk 

and heaped on the laptop I benched years ago, 

afraid all that hunching to see the screen could 

only lead straight to a dowager’s hump. They 

were scrawled with anecdotes, sudden insights, 

turns of phrase, little skid marks of my fickle, dine-

and-dash muse. I peeled back a folder and read: 

“Things I was promised in the 1970s: my own 

jetpack and a four-day work week,” “Aphrodite 

transformed into Virgin Mary,” “the peppery 

scent of my mother.” In the “Elephant Room,” a 

bay of windows named for a former student’s 

painting that hangs there, I scanned bowls and 

bowls of rocks: knobby fossils from Lake Huron, 

creamy disks as thin as guitar picks from Lake 

Michigan, black lozenges from the coast of Maine, 

pearly buttons from Hampstead Heath, and more, 

all clamoring to be labeled by site.

Withdrawing back outside, I veered around the 

house and tried not to trample the small ferns 

that shot up from a syndicate of underground 

runners that worked through my garden path, 

impudent street kids maybe still young enough 

to find good homes. Which led me to the garage 

to assess the state of the spades and shovels 

and trowels that were stuffed into pots among 

wadded-up gloves stiff with dried soil — lazy, late 

fall shelving. Returning to the house, I made a cup 

of tea and resumed my standoff with the books.

After a couple of flummoxed days in the Land-

of-Where-to-Begin? my shoulders relaxed and 

the undifferentiated hours of summer started 

sorting themselves into their own verses, almost 

always about the housework saved up for the non-

teaching months: the hideous wallpaper that had 

to come off in slivers with a spackling knife, the 
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window blinds removed and scrubbed on the 

patio table, the grisly de-webbing of the basement 

windows, their packed little mausoleums sucked 

into the long snout of the wet vac. Sorry spiders.

In the last couple of years, without even 

registering for classes or writing a check, I’ve 

become something of a student again myself, 

busy learning myriad new things about what 

happens to a human body in its sixth decade. 

And by way of gearing up philosophically for the 

seventh, which I can reach out and touch from 

here, I’ve added a new refrain to fold a little poetry 

into my days and maybe shore up small terraces 

in the landslide toward . . . well, oblivion. “So 

we’re doing this now,” I thought shortly after the 

first time I rocketed out of bed with foot cramps in 

the middle of the night, and “So we’re doing this 

now,” when little geysers of stomach acid began 

erupting into my throat, and “So we’re doing this 

now,” when floaters invaded my left eye. It’s also a 

distancing device, one that, in dividing body from 

consciousness, object from observer, story from 

narrator, gives me a neat shield of protection: an 

illusion, of course. Self as scientist and science 

project: collecting data, falling apart.

This summer the Detroit Institute of Arts, which 

had lately groaned through its own struggle 

to keep body and soul together as the poor, 

decrepit city’s creditors threatened to ransack 

its few treasures, featured a Frida Kahlo / Diego 

Rivera exhibit. Detroit itself has shrunken in 

recent decades to a small archipelago of cultural 

and sporting venues in a sea of hapless city 

blocks, thousands of its abandoned homes 

razed, long grasses between the occupied 

dwellings that remain blowing in the wind. As 

the city tried to shore up its meager resources 

over the past few years, light and water became 

unreliable in whole neighborhoods; it might have 

been Baghdad. Besieged Detroit was “doing this 

now.” When I googled “Detroit neighborhoods” 

for information on the city’s stretched police and 

fire services, “Detroit neighborhoods to avoid” 

came up; anger and despair in volatile doses 

apparently inseparable from abandonment.

My friends and I took the luck-of-birth luxury 

of avoiding those desperate enclaves by zipping 

over them on I-96 when we drove down to see 

the exhibition on Frida Kahlo’s birthday; by a 

second stroke of luck, there was cake! The DIA 

is best known for the Rivera murals covering the 

four walls of its interior courtyard: a monolithic 

tribute to the automobile industry and its 

workers — and a somewhat romantic one, given 

that Rivera’s black and white men work side 

by side in integrated factories when, in fact, at 

the time he painted them, the Ford factories 

were segregated. Rivera’s additional paintings, 

acquired for the short-term exhibition, were 

impressive, but it was one of Kahlo’s pictures 

that I found most arresting, and I settled down 

in front of it holding the audio-speaker to my ear 

like a shoe-phone, very Maxwell Smart.

Kahlo’s The Suicide of Dorothy Hale depicts the 

sensational and tragic fall of a beautiful, penniless 

socialite who leapt to her death from a New York 

apartment building in the 1930s. It’s a painting 

rife with curiosities. Commissioned by the victim’s 

friend as a gift for Hale’s mother, Kahlo knew she 

was expected to produce a memorial portrait 

suitable for hanging in a grief-stricken house. Why 

then did Kahlo paint the suicide itself — in stages, 

no less — the leap, the fall, the body sprawled on 

the ground? Why does Hale’s foot slip out of the 

painting and into the inscription at the bottom, 

blurring the boundary between art and life? And 

why did Kahlo paint it as an Ex-Voto, a type of 

Mexican folk art that depicts both a tragedy and 

the saint who intervened to help the victim, when 
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clearly no hand pulled Hale back inside her little 

rented room? These are compelling questions 

about compassion and faith and estrangement 

and artistic intent, and maybe responsibility. 

But the thought that nagged me as I leaned in 

and squinted at the falling figure was: why head 

first? A question for physics, or at the very least, 

meteorology.

Poets and pastors and, of course, 

psychologists, out of their deep humanness, 

have colonized suicide, explored its jungles, 

written its epitaphs. Many have thrown up 

nets — just there, near the cliff — catching 

catching catching in the deep and rippling 

rye. God bless them, every one. The public 

discussion about people who leap to their 

deaths — the jumpers as well as the divers —

rightly concerns itself with depression, its 

warning signs, and the pretty good drugs that 

exist now for treating it. There is little if any hard 

data about what happens to a body as it falls. 

As one who has long trucked with the arts and 

letters, this peering under the world’s hood and 

squinting at its nuts and bolts have come late to 

me. Unable to ignore my own dismantling (“You 

lost half an inch in height,” a nurse reported 

at my last yearly exam as I stretched below 

the damning little lever resting on my head. 

“Hmmm,” I thought, “We’re doing this now.”), 

I’m dogged by the idea that time is running out, 

which turns my thoughts increasingly to this 

windy, watery world I’ll have to “leave” when 

death, indifferently razing this old house, closes 

me down and sentience slips away like a wisp of 

smoke. What’s going on around here anyway?

“Why head-first?” is not a question that comes 

up in poetry or philosophy or theology, those 

disciplines whose structures and musings inform 

my own, and for an hour a day, at least, my 

students’ world. There is a collective, audible 

gasp the first time I read that famous last line of 

“Richard Cory” to my high school sophomores. 

Why he committed suicide, (when “he was . . . 

richer than a king”) not how (with “a bullet through 

his head”), drives our discussion of estrangement 

and hopelessness and the terrible dark places to 

which they can lead. Kahlo, of course, didn’t see 

Hale fall; she simply painted the plunge as she 

imagined it. But now she had me wondering: why 

head first? Did Hale jump or dive? Does a body in 

freefall tip forward, a clumsy kite for gravity and 

wind? Does a leap inevitably end in a dive?

That was the question that nagged me as I 

renovated the laundry room after returning from 

the Kahlo exhibit, lugging old shelves outside, 

sheering corkboard from drywall with a putty 

knife, excavating under the ancient utility sink 

with a flashlight and spray-bottle of Lysol, trigger 

finger poised; I’d once seen a centipede crawl 

out from under there that sent me howling to the 

curb. This neglected room has hovered near the 

top of my to-do list ever since the rusting washing 

machine began hobbling across the floor during 

the spin cycle (it was doing this now), pulling the 

hose out and flooding the place. I’d spent quite 

a few evenings over the past year sitting on top 

of it with a book and a glass of wine, but finally, 

new appliances were on their way, and I wanted 

fresh, clean everything. Fidgeting with the old 

light fixture at the top of a stepladder, I wobbled 

at a little spasm of vertigo and braced myself on 

a new cabinet. Whatever flavor of despair might 

await me in the coming years, I would never be a 

jumper, would never apply the scientific method 

to the problem of falling.

Each evening during the week or so it took me 

to muck out the laundry room, I pushed aside 

the fabric softener and buckets and batteries 

and dog shampoo cluttering the kitchen table, 

sat down with a notebook, and worked on a list 
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straightforwardly titled: Things to Know Before I 

Die. Some of the questions (I would learn) were 

embarrassingly simple:

1. What is a watershed? I’d been driving by 

a sign that read “Mud Creek Watershed” every 

day on my way to school for fifteen years. “A 

watershed, Mrs. Shoemaker, is where all the 

rivers and streams flow from surrounding high 

places into the same lower place,” the barista at 

my favorite café (and a kid at my school) kindly 

explained as he steamed my milk. Check. 

2. (Borrowed from a friend’s three-year-old) 

When you pour water from a pail, why doesn’t it 

pile up like sand? 

3. What is fire? 

4. If we are all made of atoms and empty 

space, when I put my hand in my husband’s, why 

don’t the two merge? 

5. What do I feel when the wind blows? 

And so on. Building my list, I began to see how 

much my questions resembled the mess on my 

kitchen table: no order to them at all, and I realized 

I’d have to get organized. But how, after ignoring 

the actual contraption of the universe for the 

better part of a lifetime, do you begin rummaging 

around inside it? Do you unscrew it from the top 

and start with the most nearly perfect specimen 

evolution has so far produced — a Mother Teresa, 

Marie Curie, or Jon Stewart — and work your 

way down, deconstructing as you go? Or do you 

begin in the basement with a single trembling 

atom and work your way up? I opted for the cellar 

and, just after the new washer and dryer were 

installed, ordered a copy of the Periodic Table all 

done up in bright, primary colors because it was 

pretty and the columns were clear to see. Then, 

jumping verses, I flew to France for a week.

Normandy broods, even in July, and there is an 

elemental feel to its fieldstone houses, its fierce 

tides, its slate sky. I had been wanting to visit 

this place for most of my life — especially Utah 

Beach, where my father had come ashore on 

D-Day and saved, well . . . civilization. Although 

Housman was talking about the massacre of 

British soldiers in Belgium during the First World 

War when he wrote, “Their shoulders held 

the sky suspended; they stood — and Earth’s 

foundations stay,” I had always automatically 

transposed his words, like a banner, over the 

men who slogged their way out of the sea onto 

the beaches of northern France.

My husband, Larry, an entrenched homebody 

who usually stays put when I travel — just one of 

the reasons our dogs love him best — planned 

our trip, and when they heard us talking about 

it, my brother-in-law Kim and his brother Tim 

decided to come along. So it was four of us, eyes 

glazed with jetlag and the hour or two it took us 

to lay hands on our rental car at the airport, who 

folded ourselves inside what the droll French call 

a mid-size vehicle and headed north out of Paris. 

Though I was the only one in our group whose 

dad had actually been at the beaches, just a 

generation removed from the men who arrived 

in waves on France’s Jour-J, one way or another, 

we were all walking in our fathers’ footsteps.

As a group, we pooled our strengths. I had 

just enough French to keep myself in moules et 

vin rouge (mussels and red wine) and the guys in 

beer. Larry, with years of teaching history under 

his belt, brought our battle narratives. Tim and 

Kim, men of applied science and technology, 

manned the navigation device that, Dieu merci!, 

spoke English. Nipping along the motorway, 

then winding in our wee car among a maze of 

hedgerows, we reached our village, pushed the 

doorbell at our inn like good, skinnerian mice, 

and following standard travel protocol, made 

a point to stay awake until after supper, which 
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we pieced together at a little storybook cheese 

shop. Then we hit the sack and tossed sleeplessly 

through the night. Gradually, over the following 

days, we adjusted, like the Angles before us, to 

most things Norman, including time, and found 

a jagged little rhythm, as tourists do, by which 

to conduct our explorations.

Along its Swiss border, where it cohosts the 

world’s largest particle collider, France is all 

science, but its northern coast, which has been 

a busy pilgrimage destination since the Middle 

Ages, runs to religion with throngs of Christians 

trooping over its wet sand — and sometimes 

into its quicksand — to Mont Saint Michel, the 

Benedictine Abbey that commands a small, 

rocky island jutting into la Manche (the sleeve), as 

the French call the English Channel. We weren’t 

pilgrims, at least I didn’t think we were, but when 

we decided to visit Normandy’s beaches, I added 

the Mont to our list of destinations. The UNESCO 

World Heritage guys had put it on their list, and 

after poking around the planet a bit, I’d learned 

how very often they get these things right.

Lashed by a cold rain that slanted sideways off 

the garrulous sea, it was certainly the thousand-

year-old pilgrim’s chill we felt as we trudged our 

way blindly through an ocean of parking lots to 

the tram stop, and again as we trooped off the 

tram itself, which had sped us over a causeway to 

the gate of the fortified town that spirals upward 

in cobbled streets and culminates in the Abbey. 

Inside the town’s walls, shops and restaurants, 

which have been serving pilgrims for a millennium, 

line the lanes climb upward. Because pilgrimage 

sites are among the few places where tourism is 

authentic, their enshrined kitsch is not so irritating, 

and I was grateful for the wool gloves I found 

hanging between cheap Sain Michael medallions 

and leering gargoyle door knobs — Thinsulate, 

their tag said: Middle Ages, meet the global 

economy. We were all happy to be wedged into 

a sea of small tables and fed hot food at one of 

the crowded hostelries, but when we’d devoured 

every crumb and our dishes were cleared and the 

men sat waiting for their profiteroles, I wandered 

across the cobbles, climbed half a dozen stone 

steps that seemed to lead to a vault of some kind, 

and stepped inside a small church.

This was not the Abbey, which tops off the 

Mont like a crown on a wedding cake. This was 

the parish church, Église St-Pierre, consecrated 

to St. Peter, patron saint of fishermen, I learned. 

Crossing the nave, where a handful of worshippers 

prayed in the church’s dozen pews, I slipped 

below a gothic arch into a small chapel where 

votives flickered under the timeless gaze of Mary 

who presided in a statue and in window glass, 

too, which seemed redundant, but I suppose 

the people who installed her there twice felt this 

broken world needed all the mother-love it could 

get, and they wouldn’t be wrong about that. I 

slipped a coin in the cash box. 

Despite my doubts about there being an 

attentive Mother- or Father-God looking out for 

anyone at all, I always light these little candles 

in church alcoves. Like the American poet Mary 

Rose O’Reilly, a former Catholic turned Quaker 

and skeptic, who answers, “Maybe,” when 

evangelical preachers ask through her car radio 

if she’s been born again, I’m covering my bases, 

I suppose. And I pray, too. “Dear God,” my 

prayers always begin, “I know this probably isn’t 

how things work, but please keep my children 

safe,” and even as my silent words form, my 

head is full of toddlers in oncology wards and 

refugee kids drowning at sea. “NO LIFE GUARD 

ON DUTY. SWIM AT YOUR OWN RISK!” There 

are millions of warnings a day, though I keep 

hoping there is at least ONE working in ways 

we simply can’t see. What is clear is that we’re 
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all riding the tectonic plates like surfers, and 

I sometimes wonder if it’s only the prayers of 

mothers who float anyone at all. I’m sure my 

mother prayed for my sister and me, so I take 

my responsibility seriously and make a point to 

step up. Choosing a candle in the little, double-

Mary chapel, I groped futilely for a fresh match 

among the discarded ones, then lit my votive 

from the flame of one already burning, careful 

not to douse the first with my spilling wax. Next 

to me, a middle-aged woman in a long wool 

skirt knelt down and, holding her beads aloft, 

began praying, in some eastern language, a 

plaintive Rosary. Here was a pilgrim.

By the time our little group made it all the way 

up to the Abbey itself, the sky had cleared and 

we could lean onto the ramparts and look out 

over a sea as gray and flat as a cast iron pan. 

Along the coast, the tide had gone out and a 

dozen or so people, some with small children, 

squatted in the wet sand, gathering mussels 

and digging for clams. To the east, on the far 

side of the Cotentin Peninsula and farther than 

we could see, the D-Day beaches sprawled.

Like the beaches of Michigan, a peninsula 

that stretches into the heart of the Great Lakes 

watershed, the five D-Day beaches each differ 

in character. Turn a corner, round a cove, and 

the whole terrain changes. Omaha Beach, the 

scene of so much slaughter, which runs below 

the American Cemetery overlooking it from a 

cliff, is an idyll of powdery sand, a magnet for 

beach towels and lawn chairs, irreconcilable in 

my head with a massacre, the only association 

I had for it. I recently read that two American 

geologists, studying sand from Omaha Beach 

under microscopes, discovered that four 

percent of the sand granules are magnetic; they 

are bits of shrapnel rolled smooth by the sea. 

Every August when Paris empties out, Omaha 

Beach acquires its squadrons of French boys, 

the same age, more or less, as the Americans 

who died there, who kick soccer balls around 

while clusters of girls in bikinis drape themselves 

languidly under the feckless Norman sun. How 

the planet tills itself, pushing life up and out, 

folding each generation back into the earth.

Utah Beach, by contrast, is a sucking sand that 

tars your shoes and gums up your journal if you 

happen to drop it while making your way around 

shallow tide pools to the water’s edge. Scored 

by strong tidal currents, it’s a raised braille script 

you feel through your shoes as you pick your 

way down to the steely blade of sea. The sky 

scowls and lugworm castings litter the beach at 

low tide — it’s no place to have a picnic or kick a 

Every August when Paris empties out, Omaha Beach acquires 
its squadrons of French boys, the same age, more or less, as the 
Americans who died there, who kick soccer balls around while 

clusters of girls in bikinis drape themselves languidly under 
the feckless Norman sun. How the planet tills itself, pushing 
life up and out, folding each generation back into the earth.
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ball — and if you want the somber feel of it to hit 

you full-on when you arrive, you can view it from 

behind barbed wire, as the beleaguered German 

army would have done, which runs the length 

of a thick hedgerow and short dune that divide 

the beach from what is these days a parking lot. 

Unlike sunny Omaha, it was exactly what I needed 

it to be, and when the men headed back in to 

visit the museum, I lagged behind on the beach.

“Is this Omaha?” a big, ruddy American in a 

windbreaker who’d just stumped onto the sand 

asked.

“Utah!” I barked. Then, nicer, “Utah.” How 

could he not know where he was? It struck me 

then: I was, in fact, a pilgrim after all.

My father, an irritable, rumbling mystery, a 

man behind the newspaper, who always sat 

in the same chair, watched the Tigers on TV, 

bowled on Mondays, and sometimes went off 

to the Red Horse bar, rarely spoke of the war. 

He’d lost friends in France, our mother said. My 

toe turned up a shell, which I bent to inspect. 

How long, I wondered, does it take a human 

skeleton to decompose in the sea; how long for 

its calcium to be drawn into a shell? Groping 

for the dead who’d sanctified this shore, I was 

beach-combing on holy ground.

Squatting, the hem of my coat splayed like 

a scallop shell, I unrolled a plastic zip-lock bag 

and began palming handfuls of sand inside. 

Another bag for seashells, which I examined 

gently for occupants, leaving what offended 

mollusks I startled — Desole, mes amis! — to 

the tides, before slipping the small, abandoned 

properties — ornately domed and whorled 

and pleated, like motor-homes with crown 

molding — inside. When I caught up with Larry, 

he was toting a softball-sized rock I’d pried out 

of the beach to the car, which he would gamely 

pack in his suitcase and haul home for me too.

The Periodic Table had arrived by the time we 

returned, and as soon as we shoved our tired 

travel clothes into the new washing machine 

and ran the dogs, I slipped it eagerly from its 

cardboard tube and spread it out on the kitchen 

island. Mysterious as the Kabbalah, its code 

winked at me under the pendant lights in clear, 

incomprehensible columns. But it was a beautiful, 

and, I thought, maybe a holy thing, so I installed 

it in a poster frame and set it on a chair beneath 

a sketch of India’s cave temples to the left of my 

writing desk, where it occupies my periphery 

in space and thought. Then I ran out to the 

bookstore and returned with a gorgeous, pictorial 

book by Theodore Gray called The Elements, 

which, in its introduction of the Periodic Table, 

begins, “The elements in the first column, not 

counting hydrogen, are called the alkali metals, 

and they are all fun to throw into a lake,” and 

concludes, “Almost everything you see in this 

book is sitting somewhere in my office, except 

that one thing the FBI confiscated.” Encouraged 

by its friendliness, I set it on the kitchen table 

along with Chemistry for Dummies, which 

I also picked up, determined to proceed with 

realistically now that I was a scientist.

When August, which, between sorting out 

closets and hacking down vines, I filled with 

bone density scans and appointments with the 

ophthalmologist to adjust my trifocals, ran out of 

weeks and school rolled around again, I placed 

my tea-tray by the new books. Each morning at 

breakfast, as Larry loses himself in The New York 

Times, I tuck into my toast a couple of pages of 

simple chemistry and the Periodic Table. It’s a 

modest regimen I’m pursuing: an element a day, 

every morning with a pot of Earl Grey.

Before long, about the time I hit valence 

electrons in early October, I was flummoxed. But 

what is an American high school, after all, if not 
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a vast, rich terrain that just begs to be mined? 

So when my novitiate in the subatomic world 

ground to a halt, I went prospecting and turned 

up gold: an affable, twelfth-grade genius who 

agreed to tutor me one afternoon a week, a 

project that pays his hard labor in service hours 

required by the National Honor Society.

Now every Wednesday at three o’clock, Brad 

and I sit near a wall of windows in our school’s 

airy library, amid a sea of bewildered fifteen- 

and sixteen-year-olds struggling to work out 

ornery equations and scrambled phrases with 

their own tutors. Occasionally, I glance up to 

see one or two of them staring at me. “Science 

is haaard!” I call, scrunching my nose. Patiently 

drawing covalently bonded atoms in the spiral-

bound notebook on which I have penned 

“Chemistry!” with great flourish in permanent 

marker, Brad tries to lead me to the light. “See,” 

he asks kindly, “how hydrogen and oxygen both 

want an electron?” And I look over his little ven 

diagrams and try to see and sometimes do see 

how the shared custody of electrons makes the 

whole extended family of particles, on which 

the universe depends, run smoothly.

If slow, I am an enthusiastic student. Last 

week, crying out with the heady joy of a real 

breakthrough when I realized that atomic 

energy levels are stacked like condominiums 

in the Periodic Table, Brad quipped, “We go 

over this every week and you’re always so happy 

when you discover it!”

We’d been studying the same material for a 

month? “But Mr. Bingley, ‘I am all astonishment!’” 

On Tuesday afternoons Brad works with his 

other “client,” a ninth-grade boy with autism; 

we’ll see who gives him a better run for his 

money.

Writing for The New York Times, as he was 

rounding the last ragged corner of cancer, 

Oliver Sacks, enamored since childhood with the 

elegant order of the Periodic Table, described 

how friends had been sending him samples of 

the elements for his recent birthdays. Thalium 

(element 81) came “in a charming box” for his 

81st birthday, and lead (element 82) arrived on 

his 82nd. And though he would not live to see his 

83rd birthday, he placed bismuth (element 83), 

“a modest, gray metal often . . . ignored even 

by metal lovers” on his writing table, explaining, 

“My feeling for the mistreated or marginalized . . . 

extends into the inorganic world.” Approaching 

death, he was surrounding himself “with metals 

and minerals, little emblems of eternity.”

Of course there is nothing actually eternal 

about these same metals and minerals to which 

I have so recently turned my attention, but they 

are good on daily wear and tear and so give the 

impression of their lasting forever, which is an 

attractive fallacy and maybe what I’m looking 

for, despite all my noise about wanting the 

truth. “Better an ignis fatuus / Than no illume 

at all —” speculated Emily Dickinson, a woman 

who brokered no consoling myths whatsoever. 

“Does nothing last?” I want to wail like a child, 

wail and stamp my foot and throw myself down. 

A woman holds her prayer beads up. Minerals 

rattle in the tide. The boys who bled on the beach 

are gone, but the shrapnel winks in the sand.

Recently, I returned to Detroit to look at art, but 

not at the DIA this time. This time I drove with 

friends deeper into the excised heart of the city 

to one of the ravaged neighborhoods where the 

few surviving houses, often blackened by arson 

and boarded up, hunch by the curb wearing the 

haunted look of refugees. Thirty years ago in this 

marginalized world, Tyree Guyton began cleaning 

up the sidewalks and yards on his blighted street 

and decorating abandoned homes he didn’t 

own with the detritus he found. The result of his 
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efforts, The Heidelberg Project, falls into the 

edgy, controversial genre of public art. We parked 

under a dead, branchless tree that an upturned 

shopping cart topped like a rusty tiara.

Sculptures of junk rose everywhere, towering, 

squatting, sprawling in yards, and heaped in the 

corners of open cellars that pock the city block 

like the blasted bunkers of Normandy, evidence 

of a violence that Guyton, like the French, seems 

determined to let no one forget. Old shoes 

adorned a chain-link fence. Tilting from the 

second-story window of a house painted in 

polka-dots the size of satellite dishes, the figure 

of a superhero was fastened in mid-launch; 

whether he would hit the ground head or feet 

first should the artist snip his line was anyone’s 

guess. Up and down the street, painted boards 

done up like clocks perched in the trees; time was 

on Guyton’s mind. “Souls too,” a young woman 

working the information table inside one of the 

sagging houses told us; “think of all those shoes.” 

Moldering stuffed animals climbed houses and 

poles, typewriters and gutted televisions and 

old vacuum cleaners covered lawns, symbols 

that snaked back, if you cared to trace them, 

to God-only-knows how many violations and 

abandonments. Here and there fleshy plastic 

dolls were nailed onto boards; Heidelberg Street 

is heavy on crucifixions. Then, carved into the 

stoop of a house: “Say nice things about Detroit.”

Weirdly, in its gritty promotion of shit-to-art, you 

feel in Guyton’s work a will for resurrection that, 

I’m told, is growing in pockets all around Detroit as 

young artists and entrepreneurs slip into the city 

and bravely set up shop. Old things are passed 

away; behold, all things are become new.

Slow learner that I am, moving among students 

wedged into desks in my crowded classroom, 

swept up in the current as rivers of them course 

through our high school’s halls, I don’t hear the 

ruckus of resurrection happening around me, 

don’t see it here, amid banging lockers and 

bulging backpacks. Yet eternity shows its hand, 

flashing yellow-green in these fresh shoots that 

jostle my old joints. They are not their great-

grandparents and they are.

We want it to be personal — I, forever 

me — which seems not to be in the nature of 

things, so our only imprint on forever is whatever 

we pass on, whatever nut of sympathy or pebble 

of truth we turn up in our passing through.

This morning I took tea with Cu (element 29). 

The first pennies, minted in 1792, were made of 

pure copper, which means each atom comprising 

each penny was identical to the others. But as 

the old coins thin with use, their sloughed-off 

atoms slip back into the air and soil to rebond 

with other atoms in a refrain the world is 

constantly singing. Though its unending dance 

slips beneath the radar of our five senses, the 

elemental choreography of creation is inscribed 

right there in the Periodic Table on the wall of 

every high school chemistry room. Hail Mary full 

of grace; resurrection is happening everywhere 

we look, just beyond what we can see. �

Weirdly, in its gritty promotion of shit-to-art, you feel 
in Guyton’s work a will for resurrection. . . . Old things 

are passed away; behold, all things are become new.
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SPECIAL: Listen to 
Peter read his column.

https://www.stillpointartgallery.com/uploads/files/AZRAK_JAZZ.m4a


JAZZ

Peter Azrak

MY FIRST DAY OF FULL-TIME
teaching. Private Catholic all-girls 

high school. 1975. A stack of notes 

and papers over six inches high in my arms. Eager 

(?) girls awaiting the newest and now second male 

teacher in a school of some two hundred fifty 

classmates. I looked out at the crowd of thirteen 

girls who sat patiently as I placed my stack on 

the podium. Confident. Ready. Well prepared. 

Aquinas, Augustine, Tillich . . . they’d be familiar 

with all these names by the end of the trimester. 

Having the mind of a fresh graduate student, 

I lost myself in the belief that with just the 

right instruction, these girls of sixteen years 

would be fascinated with the new material. So 

wrong. I could barely look out at their bored, 

restless faces when a sudden interruption broke 

through: “Are you really going to lecture us? 

This is sooooo boring.” As the class nodded — I 

should say cheered — I was caught. Caught in 

my frozen head space. 

Quick to act, I threw the notes, well over a 

hundred pages, into the garbage can. “So what 

should we talk about?” And without a skip in 

her beat, she said: “Boys!” And the class roared. 

Off to the races. No way to know what was to 

come. Stay with it, Azrak. 

In the end, we spent those forty minutes talking 

about boys and what they wanted from girls, how 

much boys keep on trying to impress even when 

it’s a joke to them, and how immature they are 

compared to girls. In some strange way, it was an 

easy foray into my new world as a teacher. 

Fascinated by the spontaneity and joy in our 

just relating, as if we were standing on a street 

corner, I took what the girls said to heart. I 

literally threw out all my notes, never again 

wrote a lesson plan, despite the protests of 

my department chair, and stood — no, sat — in 

a circle with the girls for the next two years. In 

fact, I never planned another class after that first 

debacle. I realized I needed to go with the flow 

and be in the moment. This was me . . . the me 

of improvisation. 

It is jazz that has given me a language for the work I do. It is jazz that has 
allowed me to see the need for being with another. It is jazz that shows me 
it is the silence between the notes that really matters.

“Jazz” is a chapter from Peter Azrak’s forthcoming book, Pulling 

Back the Future (Shanti Arts Publishing, late 2017).
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Jazz. Most listeners struggle with it. Where’s 

the melody? The rhythm, too complex to feel. 

The voices? All an honest protest to a music that 

became my life’s love just at the time I taught 

that first class. 

Improvisation: the art of this moment. Thinking 

on one’s feet. The heart of a solo. The saxophone 

alone on the stage. All else gone, as Coltrane — his 

son Ravi — leads us through difficult emotions, 

too deep to speak of. Craig Taborn and his band 

allow each solo to take place in unison, coming 

together as a tune. Listening to each other. 

Narcissism frowned upon. Connection savored. 

Music as it is. Never to be repeated. 

This newfound love. Newk or Trane. Elvin or 

Max. Ella or Sarah. Stones or Beatles. Hendrix or 

Clapton. Bach or Beethoven. The best haunted 

me. I carried my comparisons everywhere. I 

wanted so much for there to be the One. The 

Perfect. Redefined. Wasn’t Trane the more 

sophisticated of the two? Yes, but Newk, alias 

Sonny, had that way of carrying a tune. But Max 

was the innovator, changing the rhythm of the 

music. True, but Elvin touched the heart. 

On and on it went. Forgetting the pull of 

the new music. It is this moment in which it all 

happens. Never to be repeated. Still, I tried to 

capture that one perfect moment when the music 

all came together. The marker of the best. Was 

it when Sarah sang Gershwin and brought down 

the house? No, it was Elvin in the hollows of the 

Vanguard who approached me to thank me for 

listening. Thanked ME! Yes, the greatest drummer 

of jazz was aware how transported I was by his 

tone, his tune-full-ness. No, no wait! It was that 

time when Sarah, playing her last stand at the 

Blue Note, defying her appointment with death, 

made me cry as her voice dropped an octave to 

reach that B-flat only a horn could touch. 

Yes, that was the time. And now, I am still 

enraptured by that one performance, the nano-

second when it is clear that nothing like this 

could ever happen again. Not even Betty with 

her unique timing could match it. 

The pause in the syncopation. The waiting for 

that song on that night in the middle of winter. I 

was freeing myself through them. 

How could I make it my own? How could I try 

not to try? I did it when I was a teacher. Might I 

be able to do it with my saxophone? I thought 

not. My teacher disagreed. As per my teacher’s 

recommendation, I moved on to another 

teacher only to discover I was truly tone deaf. 

Pitch-perfect would be left to Branford. 

Abandoning the instrument, I turned to cooking. 

Late at night, two in the morning, I made my own 

cream, adding shallots to the butter. The sauce 

changed every time I entered the kitchen. Here 

I could go with whatever came along. Hoping I, 

like Frank, could strike the keys with just the right 

amount of sensitivity to bring the love through. 

I would find out, over time, there was 

something available to me. I could capture it, but 

not by will. It was elusive, as each night’s show 

was different than the one before. Each sauce 

slightly more tangy than the next. A solo never 

to be repeated. I slowly learned the beauty of 

letting go of comparison shopping. Newk was 

Newk. Trane, Trane. And I could love them both. 

Sonny taught me the delight of melody in the 

midst of improvising; Trane, the depths where 

the music could take me. It was up to me as 

to whether I could allow the risk-taking. In this 

moment, to be my life. 

At first, I reverted back to the rules. Silence 

in sessions. Reflecting. No interpretation. Nod. 

(A lot.) Encourage the anxiety inherent in the 

set-up. You are the authority they come to see. 

Be that man. 

I tried. Over and over. But failed. I just couldn’t 
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keep my mouth shut. When a woman came in 

to tell me she knew she was depressed because 

“buying shoes doesn’t do it anymore,” I laughed 

out loud. I screamed out: “Wow! The best 

definition I’ve ever heard for depression! You go 

girl!” And the bond that lasted for years to come 

was formed. Or the time I simply could not take it 

anymore, and I just had to yell: “You’re going to sit 

there and complain about your man not working 

and still let him suck off of you? Enough already!” 

Quick to get that reputation of the one who tells 

it like it is, I sometimes lost perspective. Losing the 

tune, as they say in jazz. Learning how to pull it 

back, stay in my seat, and actually develop the art 

of listening was the challenge. Now the freedom 

of silence was to become the hallmark of my work. 

Inserting a word or two was a mere distraction. 

Allowing the silence to speak. Speak volumes in 

a new level of improvisation. Like Bobo, I saw the 

solo not as a separate entity but as an interweaving 

of our energies allowing the unconscious to speak. 

Getting out of the way was first and foremost. 

It is jazz that has given me a language for the 

work I do. It is jazz that has allowed me to see 

the need for being with another. It is jazz that 

shows me it is the silence between the notes 

that really matters. 

From this music, I found a home for the way 

to be. Not in the ability to transcribe the notes 

on the page, but in the freedom to jump into 

the abyss of two souls coming together with 

the intent to heal. No, not just the seeker. But 

both of us, in this soul decision of trust, building 

on the truth of both of us revealing who we are 

through this silence of being-with. Like the noise 

inherent in all music, jazz breaks up the silences 

in the most unexpected ways, taking me to 

another dimension. It will take me somewhere, 

though I have no idea where. �

Jazz
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LOUISE PARMS was born in 1954 in Sewickley, Pennsylvania, a small town 

along the Ohio River southwest of Pittsburgh. At the encouragement of her 

sixth-grade art teacher, Parms attended Saturday art classes at the Carnegie 

Museum in Pittsburgh for several years. After graduation from high school 

and an initial year of traditional college, Parms studied with a local artist for 

a year before she enrolled in a professional art school in Pittsburgh where 

she studied illustration, graphic design, and painting. • Since 1980, Parms 

has lived and worked in the northwest corner of the Bronx where she has 

raised her family. In 1995, Parms received a B.A. in creative writing from 

Vermont College. She has worked as an educator in an independent school 

at the elementary and middle school levels for the past twenty-two years. • 
Although she has lived and worked in the Bronx for more than thirty-five years, 

Parms remains deeply connected to the natural world. As an educator, artist, 

and poet, her love of art, nature, and the written word has found expression 

in and out of the classroom.  

“I have long been deeply connected to and influenced by the colors, textures, 

and seasonal rhythms of the natural world. Living in the northwest corner of 

New York City affords me a rich visual landscape and myriad opportunities 

to observe flora and fauna life cycles, fleeting changes in light and shadow, 

and the effects of passing time. I see not only as a photographer, but as 

a painter and poet, and I find that observed patterns lead to questions. • 
From the studio window overlooking my Bronx neighborhood, I chronicle the 

lives of local pigeons, patterns of clouds, and slants of light. These moments 

of flight and energy personify my longing to expand the circumference of 

my own experience. Favored locales such as Wave Hill, the greenscape 

along the Hudson River, or the man-made pond on Indian Road provide 

opportunities to observe local flora and fauna throughout the seasons. 

Photographing from the height of my fifth floor windows or from ground 

level at a specific location, I frame subjects from unique vantage points. 

When images from a day’s shoot are uploaded to Photoshop, I examine 

them closely and often fine surprising connections suggesting altogether 

different perspectives on place.

Louise Parms

PORTFOLIO



“I speak to the 
hidden magic 

in the smallest 
details, the 

quietest 
moments, 

the pauses.”
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LOUISE PARMS lives in Bronx, New York

www.louiseparms.com • louise.parms@gmail.com

“My portfolio includes a growing body of digital collage work that is 

represented in a series of Mirrored Meditations, often involving water 

and air, both elemental forces with highly reflective qualities. By mirroring 

imagery, sky becomes water and reflections become sky. Layering closely 

timed shots, excerpting subjects and/or backgrounds, and altering 

perspectives, can compress time and focus to form alternative narratives 

that draw in the viewer’s attention and invite questions about what is 

often taken for granted. This recent body of work attempts to present the 

natural world through new and altered perspectives, as a meditation on 

beauty and human nature.”

Meditations

http://www.louiseparms.com
mailto:louise.parms@gmail.com
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Tweeting Tulips, 2016
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Gardens Imagined, 2016
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Louise Parms

Mirrored Meditation: Frog Pool, 2015
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Mirrored Lotus Meditation, 2015
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Louise Parms

Geranium Madness, 2014
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THE WORSHIPFUL COMPANY OF APOTHECARIES

Gail Tyson

S IOBHAN APPROACHES THE BARRICADED
side street, her skin prickling the way it 

does whenever she steps onstage. At 

7 A.M., police have already cordoned off these 

two cobblestoned blocks in London’s suburb 

of Islington for a simulated bombing. A little 

breathless after her climb from the Tube’s 

subterranean platform, she hears the banter 

of actors before she sees them: chatting as 

they daub themselves with red-dye corn syrup, 

joking as they slump in doorways or sprawl on 

the street. A few appraise her lithe figure in 

skinny jeans and cut-off UC Santa Cruz t-shirt, 

her Rapunzel-blonde mane. This sun-struck day, 

she hopes, will begin to close the gap separating 

her from employed actors.

Siobhan reports to the production manager 

in a cafe courtyard under a tent that will soon 

serve as the triage center. The woman checks 

her name on a list and picks up a sling from a 

table heaped with bandages, splints, vials, and 

oxygen masks. “Can you give me a nice arm?”

Bending her elbow at an unnatural angle, 

Siobhan spies her second cousin, Lily, addressing 

a dozen men and women at the far barricade. 

Lily organizes casualty training for the diploma in 

the Medical Care of Catastrophes. These events, 

which prepare doctors and nurses to work 

effectively during disasters, are designed by the 

faculty of Conflict and Catastrophe Medicine at 

the Worshipful Company of Apothecaries.

This guild, Siobhan learned, is one of London’s 

ancient City Livery Companies, which maintain 

standards of training and practice for over one 

hundred trades, from goldsmiths to fishmongers, 

wheelwrights and musicians. Preparing and 

dispensing medicinal products since the Middle 

Ages, apothecaries evolved over centuries into 

general practitioners. After the Royal Colleges 

took over medical education, the Company 

pioneered postgraduate diplomas, including 

the Medical Care of Catastrophes in 1994.

A chance conversation with Lily led to this 

casualty training gig just when disillusionment 

began to crush Siobhan, as it easily can a twenty-

three-year-old. She had moved from California 

to London determined to become an actress 

in her father’s homeland, but a year on she was 

beginning to doubt not only her chances, but her 

talent. 

That changed the day she met up with Lily on 

a visit to their great-uncle, Peter. Having made 

the rail journey west to Devon countless times, 

she knew when to look for oystercatchers bent 

over primordial mudflats, silhouetted against the 

glistening estuary. Beyond the facing windows 

Siobhan whirls away from the fireball, f linching as tiny metal daggers rattle onto the stones around her, 
f lagellate her skin. Shrieks tattoo the air. Shuddering, she manages to roll onto her knees. Thirty feet from her, 
the production manager is splayed like a rag doll, spattered with blood. 
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of her carriage rose tufted hills, seamed with 

public footpaths she had often walked with Peter. 

Only one outing, to see ponies grazing on the 

moorlands when she was eight, had unnerved 

her. As the two of them crested a hill and headed 

across a heath, the treacherous Dartmoor mist 

descended without warning. Within seconds, 

“Unc” Peter and she were dissolving in vapor. 

Calming her with matter-of-fact instructions, he 

unfurled a rope, wrapped the braided hemp 

around their waists, and gripped her hand as 

they minced down a bridleway to safety. 

Ninety last year, Peter was still spry enough 

to climb over stiles, whereas she had stumbled 

badly as an aspiring actress. All year long she 

had imagined herself arriving here exultant, 

flourishing a playbill that featured her name. 

Instead, one unsuccessful audition after another 

left her nothing to show for her efforts and a 

lifetime of yearning to make her career onstage.
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From the time she was three, Siobhan’s 

parents took her to plays at home and on annual 

trips to England. Every summer, Santa Cruz 

Shakespeare productions lured them to the Glen, 

a copse of redwoods fringed by amphitheater 

seating. Transfixed on her mother’s lap, Siobhan 

pictured herself in the performance: Puck 

springing from a tree limb or Viola swaying in 

a diaphanous gown, sheltered by a cast of her 

parents’ friends.

The cadence of Shakespeare’s language sank 

into her early: first the music, later the meaning. 

The year she studied in Berlin, news of a traveling 

production of “Coriolanus” by the Royal 

Shakespeare Company set her heart skipping 

in iambic pentameter. But the archaic dialogue, 

delivered at breakneck speed, baffled her, and 

after ten minutes she thought, “Great. Now I 

don’t understand English.” She gave up trying 

to comprehend the lines, intuition burrowing 

into her haptic brain — the soldier’s tunic coarse 

against her skin and the warrior’s blade sharp 

and flat in her palm — until her ear tuned itself to 

the lines swerving through space, off the page, 

and into her knowing. By the time Coriolanus 

jumped on a soapbox (labeled just so) to rally his 

troops — mimicking a football coach exhorting 

his team — Siobhan could follow most of the 

dense, clotted language and plot.

That same year, on spring break in London, 

Siobhan saw Ben Kingsley enact the title role in 

“Othello.” The elfin man seemed to grow a foot 

before her eyes, arms held wide in a white silk 

robe, magnified into his commanding halo of 

character, buoyed by the rapture of two thousand 

goers. Encounters like these transported 

Siobhan to a realm of body language, feeling, 

and character. She felt most at home there, 

impatient with mere words, despite her gift for 

languages. Yet that inborn talent, long taken for 

granted, had paid off here, earning her steady 

work as a translator that financed her tiny bedsit, 

food, and half-price theater tickets.

Her acting resume was thin, consisting of 

summer repertory roles and, during college, 

occasional work as a professional mourner. 

Donning a black dress, coiling her hair into a 

ballerina bun, Siobhan would take her seat in 

barren funeral parlors with a wistful expression. 

The handful of survivors, assuming she was a 

friend of the deceased, looked grateful to have 

another person present. Sometimes Siobhan had 

to miss a class, but she turned down funerals that 

interfered with theater auditions or rehearsals.

As the train approached Peter’s stop, she 

remembered childhood rail trips with her parents, 

how they would make up county names, like 

Prefix and Suffix, to pass the time. Her English 

father was bemused by her move to London, 

love of rain, and blithe disregard for the British 

class system; her American mother cheered on 

her daughter’s fearlessness, although the six 

thousand miles between them stretched her 

heart as methodically as a rack. Lately, Siobhan’s 

misgivings had chipped away at her resolve. Was 

her talent punier than she thought, outclassed by 

people her age who were brilliant?

At Peter’s house, which was twice as old as 

he, she assumed a winning smile. He bustled 

her through the book-stuffed parlor into the 

kitchen, where his waterproof jacket — half 

his age — hung from a hook beside the back 

door. Stooping beneath the lintel, he ushered 

her into the garden. She wrinkled her nose as 

they passed the boxwood, acrid as cat pee, 

and caught sight of Cousin Lily presiding over 

the tea table. Laburnum trees dangled golden 

chains behind the dusky-skinned woman, who 

glowed against the pea flowers like a Byzantine 

icon. At 33, biracial Lily bore herself with 
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inimitable ease despite her rearing in a bigoted 

English village — one her name seemed to mock. 

Siobhan envied her cousin’s sense of presence; 

it would have set her apart at casting calls.

After flurried greetings (“I didn’t know you 

were coming, we could have met on the train!” 

“Too bad, I came up early.”), Peter fetched more 

tea. Lily described her new job hiring actors for 

the Apothecaries’ disaster training. “Do you 

have your Equity card yet?”

Siobhan grimaced.

“No worries! Equity actors can’t be touched, 

so we hire non-equity to portray casualties the 

physicians can examine. We’ve got an event 

planned on the twelfth of September in Islington. 

Can you spend Sunday morning pretending to 

be a bombing victim?”

That easily she had a paying gig. On her 

way back to London, Siobhan marveled at the 

randomness of life. The clammy Dartmoor mist 

could still envelop her in nightmares, but strokes 

of good fortune have also illuminated her way, 

such as the ticket someone had given her to see 

“Othello,” when Kingsley’s transcendent energy 

emboldened her move to London, and now 

this deus ex machina of Lily’s offer. Hope, as 

hit-and-miss as the radiant heater in her room, 

ignited her smile as her train trundled back to 

Paddington Station through darkness.

Now, after two weeks of anticipation, Siobhan 

cradles the sling with her free hand and heads 

toward her mark at the nearest barricade. Who 

knows? Today she might even meet an actor 

who feels she is perfect for his romantic lead. 

Unconsciously, she scans the street for a man 

out of the dream she scribbled down last night:

“Unprepared to Act”

I’ve been cast in a Shakespearean-style play 

called “The Act of Love” and am standing 

backstage alone. The script has just arrived, but 

we are going to mount the first production in an 

hour or two. I’m nervous, as I’ve got no time to 

memorize my lines or learn any blocking. Even 

though the script is in my hand, I only glance at 

it every few minutes. Each page has only one or 

two lines of dialogue in a large font. I wonder if 

I can take the script onstage.

Now I am searching for a costume. I don’t 

know the whole play yet, but it has something 

to do with false identities and the course of true 

love. Then the playwright, also the romantic 

lead, enters the costume room. We agree to 

rehearse, but instead of saying our lines, we 

kiss. The kiss surprises both of us. Our tongues 

intertwine, and I am enthralled.

A man lopes by who looks exactly like the 

character actor Mark Rylance; he could bring her 

dream to life. But the energy in this staging area 

is picking up, people readying for their cue: the 

moment when the recorded blast roars, sirens 

wahwahwahwah. Neighbors mingle with staff on 

the sidelines, their mood as festive as their garb: 

saris, guyaberas, vintage rocker wear, necks 

slung with acid-green I.D. badges. At the other 

end of the street, Lily raises her mobile to signal 

the false detonation. The healthcare team tenses.

Boom. Smoke swarms, actors topple. The 

production manager starts, grins, elbows one 

of the residents. Doctors and nurses run toward 

the “victims” askew in the gutter, draped over 

benches. Siobhan prepares to moan, preferring 

a sustained lament to screams that might strip 

her throat raw. She spots a door opening halfway 

down the street; a woman wearing a hijab steers 

a baby carriage into the fray. Lily’s whistle shrills, 

she pelts forward. The pram — prim white 

wheels, ruched black bonnet — explodes.

Siobhan whirls away from the fireball, flinching 

as tiny metal daggers rattle onto the stones 
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around her, flagellate her skin. Shrieks tattoo 

the air. Shuddering, she manages to roll onto 

her knees. Thirty feet from her, the production 

manager is splayed like a rag doll, spattered 

with blood. Somewhere Lily shouts. Where the 

carriage blew up is a shoe, filled with blood. 

Nearby, a foot. She retches.

A babel of languages erupts. Between 

thudding footsteps and strident cries, Siobhan’s 

ear discerns the universal wail for help: in the 

Hindi she picked up on a summer backpacking 

trip with her college roommate; in Spanish, her 

second tongue; and her landlady’s Slovak. Her 

mind creeps through the murkiness between 

word and paraphrase, the literal and the spirit 

of the original. In the distance, a fire truck sing-

songs.

A doctor bows over a person moaning in 

Spanish. Siobhan crawls over and murmurs to 

the victim, who was blasted across the street. 

Her bile-colored tag is bloody, shredded.

“Ask her to raise her arm or leg,” the doctor 

snaps.

Hours later, Siobhan still staggers from one 

pietà to another; actors gaudy with stage blood 

indistinguishable from the wounded. Medics 

have pinned everyone with triage ribbons: 

green, yellow, red, black. Again and again she 

leans close to the victims, interpreting the four 

languages she knows and deciphering a few 

related tongues, shouting to be heard over 

clattering gurneys, slipping on stones slick with 

blood. Medics use their shirts and belts to stem 

massive bleeding until ambulances skid near, 

stretchers are piled with tourniquets, chest 

tubes, emergency airway equipment.

The street looks like a beach after a shipwreck, 

scattered with fruit and veg from the stall on the 

corner, sari silk and bits of embroidered shirt, 

baskets of purple petunias, blue felicia, yellow 

bidens blown off the lamp posts. Sunlight winks 

on small tidepools of blood. A stench lingers. 

EMTs pass her, their stretcher bearing the Mark 

Rylance lookalike. A black ribbon flutters from 

his arm.

Television cameras and reporters mass at the 

barriers, their harpy voices clawing at her skin. 

She should call her parents. It must be 5 or 6 

in Santa Cruz; her father would log onto The 

Guardian while her mother put the kettle on, and 

he’d shout to her when the arterial-red Breaking 

News bannered his screen. It seems to take her 

forever to unzip her crossbody bag and remove 

her mobile. But her call won’t go through.

At the far end of the street, Lily sags against a 

wall. Siobhan limps toward her, takes her cousin 

in her arms. Heads together, they weep.

Years later, images of amputations and death 

fade, ricocheting back to the present when 

bombs go off in street markets, parks, art 

museums, airports. What pierces the quiet 

oases of life — when Lily is kissing her daughter 

goodnight, or Siobhan annotates a script at her 

dramaturge’s desk — is the memory of clinging 

together, tears tracking down their sooty cheeks.

After the bombing, Siobhan found her calling 

in sifting and weighing words, rather than 

performing them. Like a medieval pharmacist, 

she dabbles in alchemy: burnishing dialogue, 

turning ideas into speech that sears the most 

withered souls. When theater reviewers praise 

her handiwork, she silently recites her motto, 

adopted from the Worshipful Company of 

Apothecaries: Optiferque Per Orbem Dicor, I 

am Called a Bringer of Help Throughout the 

World. This incantation confirms the vocation 

she clings to, as if it were a calloused palm 

leading her through impenetrable fog. �
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Day Hike

Dew still glistening in the undergrowth, Brother Lewis 
and I trudge up the winding trail. Our morning legs 
carry us at a steady pace. In branches overhead, jays 
and squirrels chip-chap their tedious political argument. 
With nonpartisan ears, we listen to their chatter. 

Our breathing grows labored as we ascend, stepping 
over roots and rocks, watching for snakes. Our pace slows.
Twice we are surprised by does forging a new path 
to the creek. Now and then we break through gaps 
in the oaks and pause to watch the hawks circling the peak.

Oak gives way to pine. Buzzards patrol the ravine where 
a solitary horse whinnies. At one of the switchbacks, 
our view opens and the sky turns bright. The sun 
meanders across the afternoon sky, none too eager to arrive. 
Which saint was it who stared at the sun without going blind?

On the limestone tonsure at the top of the mountain, 
Brother Lewis and I sit on a bench overlooking the bay. 
We trade gulps from our water bottle. Lewis tugs at his 
cassock to cool his skin. His bare feet are caked with clay. 
A contemplative lizard tops the bench and shares our view.

In the distance, the bridge’s long sweeping span, suspended 
between mighty towers, appears small. Beside it rises
the city named for Francis, its famous skyline welcoming 
the evening sun like a prodigal sibling. And spread across 
the valley just beneath us: second-generation silicon geniuses.

The lizard completes his liturgy and scrambles into the weeds. 
What are you feeling? asks Brother Lewis. Gratitude, I reply. 
Gratitude, he echoes. I half ask, Maybe we should pray? 
Gazing over the fertile valley once named for Clare, 
Lewis says, Isn’t that what we’ve been doing all along?

— David Denny, received Honorable Mention, 2015 Thomas Merton Poetry 
of the Sacred Contest. Published in Parabola, Winter 2016.
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MICHAEL PAGE MILLER has photographed 

fascinating people and their environments in twenty-

four countries, focusing on Southeast Asia and 

Oceania, the Americas, and Europe. • Miller first 

picked up a 35mm camera in 1968 to document 

protests at the Chicago Democratic Convention. 

His interest in photography grew after college, 

and he photographed weddings,  productions, 

news and sports, and eventually landed a job as 

a news photographer and reporter in eastern 

Washington. Several years later, Miller became a 

news photographer and graphic artist for a chain 

of African American newspapers in Berkeley, 

California. In 1974, he took the first of many 

international trips with his camera, traveling to 

Peru and then Mexico. • Miller’s passion for civil 

liberties, human rights, reproductive freedom, and 

the environment led to a successful career as a 

fundraising and strategic planning consultant, in 

partnership with his wife, Norma Rollins. • Now, 

Miller and his wife live in New York City and 

Longboat Key, Florida. Miller has returned to 

photography with renewed energy. In 2013, he 

published a book of his photographs taken while 

traveling in Australia and New Zealand. In 2016, 

he was chosen as an official photographer for 

the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Foundation 

Archives. 

Michael Page Miller

PORTFOLIO



“My choices of 
what and 

how to 
photograph

 — or not — 
are highly 
personal.”
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www.michaelpagemiller.com • michaelpmiller@outlook.com

“All books of travel photography have the same 

defect: they are incomplete. There is so much to 

see and so much we do not see. My choices of 

what and how to photograph — or not — are highly 

personal. Foremost in my mind is the desire to 

find and capture striking, hopefully original, images 

that are also honest to my subject.”

Images from Color Essay, 2012–2016 and Black 

and White Essay, 2012–2016.

A Way of Seeing

http://www.michaelpagemiller.com
mailto:michaelpmiller@outlook.com
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THE RELATIVENESS OF SEEING
Daniel Buccieri

Cézanne’s work . . . is a vast curiosity about 

the relativeness of seeing, coupled with an 

equally vast doubt that he or anyone else could 

approximate it in paint.   — Robert Hughes.

PAUL CÉZANNE PAINTED THE HEAVIEST
fruit. Bright, round, dense. A bite from 

one of his apples and your hunger 

would be sustained for days. They shine in 

perfection, but they look so heavy. Like they’re 

about to spill off the tilted-blanket-covered 

table and dent the wooden floor of the West 

Pavilion at the Getty Center. Followed by the 

plate they once resided on and various ceramic 

vases because in a Cézanne still life, the center 

does not hold. His paintings play with physics 

and angles. A still life is not supposed to look 

like this. Gravity clutches at the corners, table 

tops tilt. A Cézanne painting challenges you to 

learn to re-see everything over again.

I considered this idea while walking around 

the Getty Center last Friday. The main purpose 

of the visit was to see the exhibit of recreated 

Buddhist temples at Dunhuang in China. I 

developed an interest in Buddhism back in high 

school when I first fell hard for the writing of Jack 

Kerouac. His tales of madness crisscrossing the 

country and the conventions of society was the 

voice I needed to hear as a kid alienated by the 

conformity of suburbia. But I always found the 

Buddhist-flavored Kerouac pieces the toughest 

to understand. The Dharma Bums seemed 

straightforward enough — a guy who has 

become jaded by the pace and plastic of city life 

becomes infatuated with nature bohemians and 

rugged asceticism — but that only made me feel 

like I must have missed the greater underlying 

significance. Then there was The Scripture of 

the Golden Eternity, Kerouac’s own sutra on 

Buddhist philosophy. That one lost me with lines 

like: “Strictly speaking, there is no me, because 

all is Emptiness. I am empty, I am non-existent. 

All is bliss.”

I had no idea what that meant. Later in life, I 

wrote an essay about an imagined conversation 

about Buddhism between myself and Kerouac. 

Staring at the fire on the mountain reminded me of the series of paintings Cézanne did in his last years, his 
studies of Mont Ste-Victoire. In each he offers a new vision of the mountain, always from a different viewpoint. 
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Paul Cézanne, Still Life with Apples, 1893  – 94.
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Paul Cézanne, Montagne Sainte-Victoire, c. 1887.

Paul Cézanne, Montagne Sainte-Victoire, 1886  – 90.
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It was published, but it doesn’t mean I knew 

what the hell I was talking about. But I did 

accept the challenge: even if I could not crack 

the code of Buddhism, I would allow myself 

the freedom, like Cézanne, to find new ways of 

seeing things. 

After Dunhuang, I sat for a while out in the 

gardens of the Getty. I watched bougainvillea 

leaves drift down. I thought about what I could 

bring back from the exhibit to my World History 

students. I began reading the Dhammapada

on my iPhone. I started writing about how 

the Statue of Liberty and Elvis Presley might 

actually be twins from across time. When I 

realized that wasn’t going anywhere, I got up 

and walked to my favorite part of the museum: 

the West Pavilion, the wing where Cézanne’s 

apples hang. 

On a clear day, just like Friday was, the views 

out over Los Angeles from the Getty Center 

are spectacular. You can look in one direction 

and see straight to the towers of downtown. Or, 

stare out at the ocean that has no end and down 

the coastline to the general vicinity of where I 

first lived when I moved to Los Angeles. The air 

I breathe in is openness, and while down below, 

the city’s stark contradictions push and shove 

each other across lanes, up at the Getty, the air 

is harmony.

Much different than the air a few weeks ago. 

A wildfire was raging somewhere in the San 

Fernando Valley. I couldn’t see it. Standing 

outside in my backyard, I couldn’t see anything. 

The sky smelled like loss. It sat low and opaque 

and heavy. It was like walking through a fever. It 

was like breathing in the death of the ancient 

underbrush of California. 

The smell of a wildfire in the air prods me back 

to growing up in and with the town of Temecula, 

where seasonal wildfires were just the normal 

thing. Like nature fighting back for the incursion 

of building this town amid the wild brush.

I think back to one fire in particular because 

it seemed to last for weeks. And each night, 

my friends and I would sit out in the driveway 

on an old middle bench seat removed from a 

minivan. The mountain on fire stood directly 

in front of my parents’ house. We watched 

the orange wandering lines of zig-zag flames 

consume everything in its path. It was August 

in the desert, still oppressive even at night. We 

swallowed from the air the bottom of a fireplace 

and washed it down with cold cans of beer. Ash 

rained down on everything below for days.

I was still in college at the time, studying 

history and art history. Staring at the fire on the 

mountain reminded me of the series of paintings 

Cézanne did in his last years, his studies of 

Mont Ste-Victoire. In each he offers a new 

vision of the mountain, always from a different 

viewpoint. With different colors. With different 

brushstrokes. Always a new way of seeing the 

mountain. I wanted to paint my mountain on 

fire, but I never brought myself to do it. I never 

thought I could. In one of his last letters to 

his son, Cézanne wrote, “I cannot attain the 

intensity that is unfolded before my sense. I do 

not have the magnificent richness of coloring 

that animates Nature.” If Cézanne doubted his 

ability to capture nature, who was I to even try? 

I have chased this image of that mountain on 

fire for years now. For the past few weeks I have 

started writing about it over and over again. I 

see it. I want to describe it and why I have held 

onto to this memory. But I doubt I can.

Not until I open up my own curiosity and 

challenge myself to see this in a completely 

new way.�
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WUYUAN WONDERING
Roy Money

THE ALLEYWAY, SIX OR SEVEN FEET
wide with walls on either side, 

courses between ancient dwellings 

in the eighth-century Tang Dynasty village 

of Wuyuan County in the Jiangxi province of 

China. In this village, there are many of these 

alleys, making a human warren of sorts. Near 

the center of the village, this one seems to 

be among the oldest. The walls are evocative 

in their mottled, stained, degraded, and 

patched up surfaces. It’s as if I am in another 

world, and I am transfixed. 

Though the texture-rich walls display evidence 

of the relentless impermanence of particular 

forms, they nonetheless show traces of what 

was before and the many befores that begat 

the more recent ones, an apparently infinite 

regress of questions. The sense of passing 

time in human habitation is very palpable, and 

the textural aspect of the wall helps to convey 

that. A deep sense of mystery is evoked by this 

abstract configuration of color and shape and 

value. 

So many generations have passed down this 

alleyway on the way home, to work, or to a 

neighbor’s home; so many stories of love and 

heartbreak, joy and suffering. It seems like a 

microcosm of the human story. There is no way 

I can resist taking a photograph of a section of 

the wall. 

The light is muted, and I resort to using 

a longer shutter speed than is ideal for a 

handheld exposure, so I squat against an 

opposite wall to steady the camera. There is 

also a limit on the affordable angles of view, 

so I assess what is available to encompass 

with the camera lens as well as what is 

compelling to my eye. This view [the one in the 
photograph, page 96] is distinctive because of the 

multiple configurations of randomness in shape 

and color and value. 

The variegated shapes and colors on the wall 

are unlike anything I have ever seen before. 

The surface in many places is light brown, 

suggesting a base layer, but there are so many 

places where there are various dark shapes 

So many generations have passed down this alleyway on the way home, to work, or to a neighbor’s home; so 
many stories of love and heartbreak, joy and suffering. It seems like a microcosm of the human story.

In March of this year, Naomi Beth Wakan, one of our most frequent contributors, taught 
the first online workshop in our 2017 series. The topic was Ekphrastic Writing, and we are 
delighted to present the work of two of her students below: Roy Money and Irene Naested.
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and white shapes, all of them of different 

sizes; some of them define lines that appear to 

coincide with cracks in the wall. Perhaps white 

paint was used to fill in cracks and other areas 

of what may have been a broken surface that 

needed repair. There is also some indication of 

dripping from the white coloration. The black 

areas and some darker brown areas have the 

quality of stains, but stains from what? [Though 
the enigmatic patterns in the photograph are very distinctive, 
the image resolution falls off under close inspection.]

I am excited about the possibilities of 

what I have recorded because for the time I 

am in the alley, the wall is my universe. Now 

rendered into a photograph, I wonder how 

others will experience this image without the 

context of its location and history. How will 

the abstractness of this slice of space and 

time work for them? 

Even though for me it is still rich with social 

context, the salience of the qualities of the 

wall have receded the more I distance myself 

from the trip. Still, I feel as though I could lose 

myself in the picture’s indeterminacy. I find that 

it is like floating face up in a lake on a summer 

afternoon and noticing the extraordinary 

forms of the clouds with their variant densities 

and slow but perceptible drift across the sky. 

My awareness is enveloped by the vastness 

above me, and suddenly, I recall the mirroring 

volume of water that is in the lake below me 

and how it is all made so vividly real in the 

smallish convolutions within my head. My 
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CLOSED FOR THE SEASON
Irene Naested

sense of self as a particular human separate 

from all else drops away, and time stands still. 

When I come back from this brief sojourn and 

look again at the picture closely, I regret that it is 

not sharper, and I recall that the light was limited 

and I had to use a longer shutter speed than I 

would have liked and was not able to prevent all 

camera movement during the exposure. 

Looking at it again, I still find it a stranger of 

sorts. Not that it has been a long time since I 

have seen it; after all, it hangs on a wall near my 

desk, and I notice it many times during the day. 

I find it compelling to look at it in part because 

the location and the experience made such a 

lasting impression on me, yet considering the 

image itself, it is so abstract and indeterminate. 

What of others who were not with me and are 

unlikely to even know the context of what it 

represents? Two individuals have purchased 

the print ostensibly for the resulting abstraction 

of the image. I don’t know what it means to 

them, but I take pleasure in the fact that two 

people have found enough resonance with the 

picture that they have chosen it for a purchase. 

Not every photograph that seems to merit the 

careful consideration and considerable time to 

work through to a final print gives me as much 

satisfaction as this one, and it is a joy to have 

that experience occasionally. 

My wife and son were with me when I 

discovered the wall, and I suggested that they 

go ahead, but I still felt some limitation on how 

much time I was taking to really inhabit the 

space I had found. I didn’t spend as much time 

as I might have if I had been by myself. I did, 

however, feel excited about the possibilities of 

what I had recorded, and this particular image is 

still one of my favorites. �

IIMAGINED THIS SCENE, THIS MOMENT, SO
many times. The time of change, the time 

of aging — or is it decay? A time in the 

year, a season of no more growth, the daylight 

hours become fewer. What if I opened a fortune 

cookie and found a map that led me home to a 

time when I was a happy, optimistic, young girl? 

This is my mono stamp print of a Manitoba 

farming landscape, a landscape so familiar 

to me from my childhood. Many times I have 

imagined re-visiting this sign that indicated the 

end of the season. No, not the end. On a more 

encouraging note, just “closed for the season.” 

This image [page 96] reflects my memory of 

This image ref lects my memory of a fall scene after Indian summer 
and the Manitoba grain fields where I spent my childhood. 
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the Manitoba grain fields where I spent my 

childhood. It is a fall scene, after Indian summer. 

I remember the signs of approaching winter, 

of walking on the crisp, frost-covered morning 

grass, and seeing the fallen snow fences left 

from the previous winter. 

The upper two-thirds of the painting is a 

cloud-filled sky painted in broad brushstrokes 

of blues and Payne’s greys. The topmost clouds 

appear to be cumulonimbus with cumulus 

clouds beneath. The lower portion of the sky, 

almost meeting an indefinite horizon line, is 

filled with stratus clouds. The cloud formations 

and the low position of the sun could indicate 

a cold front coming in with possible snow. The 

days grow cold. The geese and other migratory 

birds have flown away. 

The ground and fencing form another strata. 

Growth is dead. The earth is covered with 

stalks of green, grey, and ocher grasses that 

are now discolored after many mornings of 

frost, an indication that fall is upon us, having 

followed the beloved Indian summer. The 

harvested grain spears glisten in the light. 

Crunchy sounds can be heard when the crisp 

stalks are walked upon, sounding as if they are 

being broken, mourning the end of the harvest 

and the passing of the year. 
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The foreground shows partially fallen snow 

fences probably left from the previous winter. 

The fence is the traditional type made of aspen 

or spruce wood, not the more modern orange 

plastic types. The slates have been woven 

together with wire that has started to rust, 

leaving a patina of yellow and gold. 

Normally, the fences were dropped off in 

rolls by workers in the fall and then staked 

up on prairie fields in meandering lines along 

wind-swept Manitoba roads. The purpose of 

the snow fence is to force the snow to drift in 

desired places and not on the desolate, icy 

winter roads. 

the image 

developed quickly 

by the creator 

artist of the broad-stokes 

artist who can’t wait 

colored inks 

spread across 

plastic plate 

damp paper 

captures the medium 

then 

finishing touches 

stamp print fencing 

a sure sign 

snow was expected

I first viewed this work when I pulled the damp 

watercolor paper off the plexiglass. I was 

pleased with the colors, shapes, and textures 

that transferred to the paper. I didn’t need 

to crop the image as I was satisfied with the 

composition. I merely added the stamp print for 

the fallen snow fence. 

turbulent Payne’s grey sky 

fallen snow fence 

cold north wind 

announce winter’s arrival 

and long dark days 

the image 

reflects my mood 

a sense of sadness 

end of growth 

a memory 

I love my method of making monoprints. An 

artist friend produces her monoprints by slowly 

painting watercolor onto the plexiglass. Her 

attention to detail is amazing. I prefer quick 

immediate gratification! 

The monoprinting process I now work with 

involves first applying the printing ink with 

wide brushes and various other mark-making 

implements. I then place a sheet of dampened 

watercolor paper onto the ink-covered 

plexiglass and rub with the palms of my hands. 

Then comes the exciting moment, the adrenalin 

rush, the moment I lift the paper off the plate. 

What image, colors, shapes, and textures 

transferred onto the paper? Is there a need to 

overprint? Is there enough ink left on the plate 

to make a ghost print? At times the monoprints 

become underpaintings, ones to which I will add 

more color, detail, and shape, with various other 

media such as acrylic inks, pastels, or touches of 

watercolor. 

must dig up 

fleece lined parka 

hat and gloves 

prepare for the long dark days 

when all is closed for the season

 �
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“Graduating from Florida State University in 1973 with a degree in studio 

art, I was unaware of the labyrinthian journey my life would take while 

developing my artistic expression and technique. For nearly twenty years, 

I made large tapestries, but I gradually learned that tapestry weaving was 

not a satisfying expression of my evolving creative voice. Starting in 2003, 

while studying the masters and other prominent contemporary artists, I 

painted in a magical realist style. By 2011 my studies of color and form 

and my discussions with other artists led me to switch from a figurative 

style to an abstract style using symbolic forms and colors. I wanted to be 

able to express more complex, theoretical ideas. • For the next four years I 

experimented with paint and technique, eventually realizing that the effect I 

wanted was a pattern that could be achieved by dripping one drip of layered 

paint next to another and another, which made a pattern. I continued in this 

way, making completely abstract fields of dots that flowed into patterns.

• The next step came when I was offered the chance to play with some 

sample acrylic markers with very fine tips. This made me realize that I could 

draw on the surfaces I had been creating. This technique, using both paint 

and markers, fulfilled my love of color and my love of drawing.

Ellen McMahill 

PORTFOLIO



“�is series 
began with an 
idea to create 

creatures 
and imagined 

plants as 
metaphors for 

human beings.” 
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ELLEN MCMAHILL lives in Sacramento, California.

ellenmcmahill.com • ellensgreenart@yahoo.com

“My ‘Mysterious Life’ series began with an idea to create creatures and imagined plants as metaphors for 

human beings to show that we are all unique and, at the same time, have a common energy of positive 

light at our core, which is represented by the circles of dots flowing from the figures. I have always loved 

patterns and circles and dots, and I find that they flow naturally from my pens as representations of the 

vibrating living particles that make up our entire cosmos. My work can be viewed on many levels, from 

the surface beauty of the light emanating and swirling around each image, to exploring the meaning of 

our unique and mysterious inner lives, as well as to engaging the essence of the life force that is with us 

in our everyday lives and dreams.”

All images are from the Mysterious Life series, modified acrylic 

paint and acrylic paint markers, 2015 and 2016.

Mysterious Life

http://ellenmcmahill.com
mailto:ellensgreenart@yahoo.com
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THE 90-MILE RUN
Terry Sanville

PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON RATTLED, 
kept me awake, that and the snores 

from my two sisters. We girls filled the 

rear seat of Dad’s aging clunker, its way way 

back crammed with our family’s luggage.

At 4:50 A.M. Dad had uttered one of his 

many proclamations, “We leave in ten minutes. 

Anybody not ready gets left behind.”

Even at fourteen I never functioned well in the 

morning. I had downed a few gulps of Mom’s 

battery acid coffee, but it had little effect. We 

girls had squeezed into the downstairs bathroom 

of our eighteenth-century stone farmhouse, 

brushed teeth, pulled combs through tangled 

long hair, and pestered Mother to let us use her 

lipstick. Dad paced the hallway outside, twirling 

the car keys on a finger while his face turned 

dangerously crimson.

Finally, he shouted, “I’m bloody well leaving,” 

betraying his British pedigree.

Squealing, we flew from the bathroom; 

grabbed sweaters, jackets, and purses; and 

hustled out the kitchen door to the rumbling 

car. Within five miles of home, nine-year-old 

Nancy fell asleep. Carolyn clicked on the dome 

light and squinted at a dog-eared edition of 

Glamour. Her twelve-year-old femininity far 

exceeded mine.

In the front seat, Dad hummed classical 

music that he played incessantly in his artist’s 

studio. We shared a love of that longhaired 

stuff, while Carolyn and Nancy wanted to buy 

Elvis records. The car twisted and shuddered. 

We shot through the darkness, heading 

west and south through the Pennsylvania 

hill country, then across flat farmland into 

Maryland. Carolyn clicked off the dome 

light and fell asleep with her head on my 

shoulder, drooling on my new blouse that I’d 

bought specially for that summer trip to North 

Carolina’s Outer Banks. I complained to Mom.

“Margaret, just put a Kleenex on your shoulder,” 

she whispered. “You know how hard it is for her 

to sleep. You’re older. You can handle it.”

“Gee thanks.”

Carolyn had survived polio a few years before 

and suffered recurring nightmares of weeks 

spent in an iron lung. Our whole family had 

those dark dreams.

At dawn we cruised through Baltimore, 

the city asleep, the highway and boulevards 

still free from the morning’s traffic crush. I 

retrieved my sketchbook and penciled quick 

drawings of brick row houses with their 

identical marble front steps. The day filled 

with Mom’s complaining about the heat; 

I began to draw them, trying to capture the details of that moment, to freeze it in 
time so I’d have something to show them, to be a reminder when we got home.
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Carolyn’s chatter about Hollywood stars, 

Broadway, and the New York fashion scene; 

and Nancy’s insistence that every fifty miles 

we take a pee break. After one of these stops 

I caught the faint scent of Christmas trees in 

the car. Dad had brought his pocket flask full 

of gin and had taken nips. He thought none 

of us knew about it. He was careful, but not 

careful enough. 

Sometime in mid-afternoon, while we girls 

and Mom discussed buying clothes for the 

upcoming school year, Dad cut loose, “Will 

you women shut the hell up? I’m trying to 

concentrate here.”

“Now Charles, please don’t swear at the 

girls,” Mom said. “This trip was your idea, 

remember?”

“Yes, yes. I bloody well remember. I just miss 

my afternoon cocktails. They take the edge off, 

you know.”

“Believe me, I know — for the afternoon and 

the rest of the evening.”

I waited for the argument to erupt. But 

neither of them took the bait. She continued 

to stare at her Good Housekeeping magazine, 

pretending to read while Dad muttered to 

himself and drove faster. The speed combined 

with the unrefrigerated sandwiches we’d 

downed at lunch were making me carsick. 

Mom looked over the seat and yelled at Dad 

to stop the car. He stomped on the brakes, 

and we all squealed. I scrambled out and 

barfed into the weeds somewhere north of 

Newport News. We were in sight of water, and 

the freshening wind off the Atlantic made me 

feel better. I sucked in deep breaths. My head 

cleared. I staggered back to the car, slumped 

onto the seat, and barely got the door closed 

before Dad gunned it and spun the tires on 

the gravel shoulder.

“Slow down, Charles,” Mom yelled. “You’ve 

already made the girl sick.”

“I’m taking a bus home,” I muttered. “You guys 

can drive this thing into the ditch after that.”

“Oh come now, Margaret,” Dad crooned. 

“We’ll be there by the cocktail hour. You can walk 

the beach and collect conch shells, like the ones 

in those nature books Uncle Alf gave you.”

Mom handed me a Kleenex to wipe my 

mouth. “You’re gonna love it. My school chums 

and I used to drive down from the City on long 

weekends. Took us all day. Back before the war 

we’d camp right in the dunes near Kitty Hawk. It 

was so romantic.”

Carolyn sighed and I sensed that her pre-teen 

imagination was at full throttle.

Dad grumbled. “Your Mother always 

fantasizes about those years before she met me. 

Why don’t you ever tell them our story?”

“They’re your daughters too, Charles. If anyone 

is a storyteller it’s you, especially fiction.”

We all laughed, except Dad. I sometimes felt 

sorry for him, ten years older than Mom and 

living in a house full of women marooned in the 

middle of Pennsylvania Dutch country. I knew he 

missed New York, his commercial artist friends, 
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and the nightlife. He told me plenty of stories 

while teaching me how to draw and paint in 

his home studio. But the City destroyed him, a 

nervous breakdown the doctors called it. They 

ordered him to stay away, and he did, for the 

last seven years.

The late afternoon turned cool. Mom 

handed me the road map and I traced our 

progress. We crossed Croatan Sound to 

Roanoke Island, then pressed eastward to the 

Outer Banks before turning north toward our 

final destination, an inn near Currituck Beach 

and its famous lighthouse. Everyone shut up 

and stared at the harshly beautiful landscape 

sailing past. A wide lagoon bordered the 

western edge of the narrow island, its waters 

dotted with sea ducks and gulls. Sand dunes 

and broad beaches formed its eastern edge. 

Endless lines of combers rolled onshore under 

a blue sky with clouds tinged in gold. It felt 

wide open, wild, desolate, and exposed. A 

stiff evening breeze bent the dune grass over, 

bringing with it the smell of the Atlantic. I could 

almost taste the salt in the air. I shivered with 

excitement and fear. Was this the place where 

we were supposed to relax? The place where 

the problems between Mom and Dad would 

magically dissolve into the sea?

We rolled along for miles, through tiny villages 

called Nags Head, Kill Devil Hills, and Kitty Hawk. 

Near Corolla we pulled into the quarter-full 

parking lot of an inn that overlooked the island’s 

seaward side. Parts of the lot were covered with 

sand drifts from the adjoining dunes. The two-

story structure rested on a raised foundation 

with a veranda encircling its first floor. Its wood 

siding was bleached a dull gray-green, the color 

of the ocean.

“All right, everybody out,” Dad ordered. “Grab 

as much as you can. I want to unload in one trip.”

We struggled up the steps and pushed 

through the inn’s front door into a foyer and 

a check-in counter. A parlor with overstuffed 

chairs and sofas opened off to the left, while 

the entrance to the dining room opened to the 

right. A pleasant looking dark-haired woman 

sat behind the counter. She was reading a copy 

of Life magazine with a sexy photo of Margaret 

O’Brian on its cover. When we entered, she rose 

quickly.

“You must be the Colgrove family,” she said. 

“We’ve been expecting you.” The woman spoke 

correct English but with a smooth Carolina 

cadence.

“You are correct,” Dad said, letting the two 

bags in his hands drop to the floor.

The woman smiled. “We have your room 

ready for you. You’ll find the inn quiet since it’s 

the middle of the week. The weather’s been 

fantastic.”

As Dad signed the guest register, Mom held 

Nancy’s hand and we girls shifted from foot to 

foot, waiting for the key and the final dash to our 

room. Dad had asked for a big suite that could 

fit all of us and leave space for him to set up 

his easel and paints. He never went anywhere 

without them. At Christmas, his brother Alfred 

had criticized him sternly. “I know you freelancers 

never take breaks. I’m going to book you into 

that resort your lovely wife’s been talking about. 

And damn it, you’d better rest.”

No chance of that happening, I thought.

After Dad signed in, the hostess thumped a 

call bell twice and a young woman dressed in 

a maid’s uniform descended the stairs into the 

lobby. Three chattering couples passed us on 

their way to the dining room.

Dad stretched his arms and sighed. “Is the bar 

or lounge open? I need a Martini immediately, if 

not sooner.”
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The clerk frowned. “I’m sorry sir, but we don’t 

serve alcohol.”

Dad stopped fiddling with the room key. 

“What the seventh-circle-of-hell do you mean?” 

His face twisted into one of his ugly sneers, lips 

quivering. Blood filled his nose veins and he 

swelled to his full height.

The clerk backed away from the counter. “We 

. . . we can’t serve alcohol to anyone, sir. This is 

a dry county.”

Dad’s eyes got huge and he turned on Mom. 

“Edith, what the bloody hell . . . you let Alf book 

us into a dry county? Are you out of your God-

damned mind?”

Mom shuddered and shoved us girls into the 

parlor. “Put your things down and be quiet,” she 

whispered, and rejoined Dad.

Nancy’s lips trembled and tears spilled 

down her cheeks. She buried her face in my 

skirt. I’d seen my father furious plenty of times. 

Several months before, I’d found them in our 

kitchen, Dad clutching a carving knife and 

pointing it at Mom who’d backed against the 

counter. He’d quieted down when I’d walked 

in on them. After that I didn’t like leaving Mom 

alone with him until he calmed down for the 

night.

Dad stood clutching the room key and 

muttering. Finally, he glared at the frightened 

clerk. “Here’s your damn key. We’re leaving.” 

He slammed the key on the counter and turned 

toward the front door.

“Please . . . please, sir,” the clerk pleaded. “I’m 

sure you’ll enjoy your stay with us. We have a 

fine dining room . . . and . . . and the island is 

so beautiful. Why don’t you take a look?” She 

pointed through a side window at the dune tops 

bathed in golden light.

Dad stormed out the door. I moved to follow 

him. Mom gave me a dirty look, but I continued 

to tail him at a distance. He walked into the 

dunes, working hard in the deep sand for a 

couple hundred yards before he stopped. He 

held his shaking hands out in front of him, then 

jammed them into his pockets. I backtracked, 

keeping low so he wouldn’t see me and then 

rejoined Mom and my sisters. She had dragged 

all of our luggage into the parlor.

“What’s he doing out there?” she asked.

“Just staring at the ocean. I think he’s calming 

down.”

“I hope so. He’s just tired, you know. It’s been 

a long day cooped up with us in that car. He’s 

been working too hard and his New York clients 

are so pushy.”

“Yeah sure, Mom.”

The desk clerk joined us in the parlor. “I’m 

sorry your husband got so upset.”

Mom sighed. “He gets that way when he 

doesn’t have his . . . his evening cocktails.”

“I have a brother who acts the same,” the 

woman said and ducked her head. “You know, 

we can’t serve liquor in the dining room. But we 

can provide the glasses and ice if you bring your 

own supply and serve yourself.”

Mom brightened momentarily. “If this is a 

dry county, where can we buy what . . . what he 

needs?”

“There’s an ABC store in Nags Head. But they 

close early on Wednesdays. You’d have to go 

inland, probably to Manteo or Manns Harbor, 

about a ninety-mile run, round trip.”

“Thank you, you’re very kind.”

Mom sat with us on one of the huge sofas, 

cradling Nancy’s head in her lap. That kid could 

sleep anywhere, anytime. In a little while, Dad 

returned. He kept his hands in his pockets. 

Mom, Dad, and the desk clerk huddled at the 

counter. In a few minutes Mom returned to the 

parlor.
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“Now listen to me, girls. Your father and I are 

going for a drive to buy some . . . supplies. We 

should be gone a couple of hours. But don’t 

worry if it’s longer.”

“I should come with you,” I said. “You know 

how Dad can get . . . ”

“No, you stay here with your sisters. The 

night maid will also help out. They’ll bring 

you food right here. I know how you all love 

spaghetti.” 

Nancy and Carolyn grinned at the idea.

“But why can’t we just go to the room?” I asked.

Mom tisked. “They don’t like children being 

left unsupervised in the rooms. Besides, your 

father hasn’t exactly given them a good 

impression of us.” 

“Come on, Edith,” Dad called. “Let’s get 

moving while there’s still some light.”

Mom touched my cheek and hurried to join 

him. At the door she glanced back, her lips 

turned downward, and waved. The door clicked 

softly behind them. We settled into the parlor. 

I read from a book of Shakespeare’s plays that 

Uncle Alf had given me for my birthday. The 

night maid approached me slowly. She had a 

pretty face with blonde hair tied in a bun.

“Ma name’s Lucy. Sorry your folks had to run 

off and leave ya with me,” she said, smiling. 

“Y’all feel like eatin’ supper?” 

“God yes,” I blurted, realizing how famished I 

felt. My sisters nodded vigorously.

“I’ll bring it to ya here,” she said. “That way me 

and Evelyn can keep track of y’all.”

I nodded sheepishly, not wanting to 

acknowledge that I needed to be babysat, 

but grateful for the help with my sisters. After 

spreading a cloth on one of the parlor’s low 

tables, Lucy brought us plates of spaghetti and 

meatballs, with hot garlic bread. We girls sat 

Indian style around it, slurping up the noodles 

and trying not to mess our clothes. Other inn 

guests descended the stairs, heading for the 

dining room. They stopped to gawk at us and 

whisper to themselves. Nancy greeted them 

with a wide grin and a face smeared with tomato 

sauce.

After eating we cleaned up in a tiny bathroom 

off the foyer. Returning to the parlor we found 

that Lucy had left us board games, including 

one of my favorites, called Risk, and fashion 

magazines for Carolyn. A wall clock in the corner 

chimed every fifteen minutes. After the dining 

room emptied, Lucy joined us and told stories 

about the Outer Banks, how her family had lived 

there since before the Depression, had survived 

hurricanes with huge storm waves that had 

cut clear across the barrier island and created 

temporary channels between the east and west 

shorelines.

Outside the wind picked up and slammed 

against the inn, causing it to creak and groan. 

The louder it howled the more nervous I 

got. Two hours passed, then three. The desk 

clerk turned off the light over the check-in 

counter and disappeared into her adjoining 

apartment. Lucy left to turn down beds and 

service the restrooms. Lights in the dining 

room flickered off, and the kitchen staff left 

for the night.

I clutched a couch cushion to my chest and 

waited, imagining all sorts of calamities that 

could befall our parents, including murder and 

suicide. Nancy continued to snore, and Carolyn 

had joined her. As time passed, my fear turned 

to anger. Where the hell were they? Mom said 

they’d be back in two or three hours. They 

should have phoned the inn and let us know 

they’d be late.

At half past midnight I heard a low rumble. 

The wind had died and the cold seeped in 
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through the walls. I rose quietly so as not 

to wake my sisters and moved to a window 

next to the front door. Our Plymouth wagon 

had turned into a parking stall filled with a 

sand drift, its front wheels half-buried. Dad 

slammed the car into reverse. With tires 

screeching, he backed out of the space and 

slid into a vacant one. The headlights clicked 

off. Mom and Dad climbed from the car slowly. 

He opened the tailgate and lifted something 

out. Mom joined him, and they moved forward 

unsteadily, cutting a crooked path toward the 

inn.

As they came into the full glare of the porch 

light, Mom pushed him away. Her lipstick 

was smeared, coat open, dress disheveled 

with buttons unfastened. Dad clutched a 

cardboard box. I heard the clink of bottles. He 

put a finger to his lips and shushed Mom who 

had started to giggle. I hustled back to the 

parlor, slumped into an armchair and closed 

my eyes. A blast of cold air hit me as they 

pushed inside, followed by whispering and 

more giggles.

Dad’s heavy footsteps sounded on the 

stairs. Mom laid a hand on my shoulder and 

I jumped.

“Sorry to wake ya, kitten. Time for beddy-bye.”

“Where . . . where the hell have you been?” I 

growled, ignoring her baby talk that she hadn’t 

spoken in years.

“Sorry. We kinda got lost. Then we stopped 

for some grub at this little joint on Roanoke 

Island. Best damn bay scallops I’ve had in years. 

Reminded me of the time Charley took me to —”

“You’ve been gone more than five hours. You 

shoulda called.”

Mom smiled and patted my head. “Look 

whose playin’ the little mama tonight. Relax, 

we’re all on vacation, remember?”

“Yeah, yeah.” I felt royally po’d but hugged her 

hard anyway.

“Ah, honey, it’s gonna be all right.” She 

rocked me in her arms. “Your father and I just 

need to . . . get reacquainted. Maybe this 

godforsaken island will be good for us after 

all.” She laughed softly and stood to rouse my 

sisters.

In the morning I woke to gray light filtering in 

from the suite’s sea-facing windows. I moved to 

the balcony in my nightgown and stared out at 

Dad. He gazed along the beach and the rolling 

dunes with their carpet of golden sea oats. His 

easel held a large sheet of watercolor paper. His 

hand grasped a paintbrush, dabbed at a palette 

of grays, browns, and blues, and made confident 

strokes. Mom sat in a deck chair beside him, hair 

a tangle and wearing no makeup. She sipped 

coffee and watched him paint.

I backed away from the balcony door, 

dressed quickly and slipped downstairs to 

the dining room. After gulping a glass of 

orange juice, I left the inn and picked my way 

through the nearby dunes, keeping low on 

their shaded sides. I crouched against a dune 

shoulder. The Atlantic looked immense, with 

wave after wave pushing up the strand toward 

me. The gulls wheeled and turned in the blue-

white sky, their cries barely heard over the 

sea’s constant rumble. I pulled my sketchbook 

and pencils from inside my coat and turned 

to stare up at Dad, his thin hair whipped by 

the wind, his glasses balanced precariously 

on the end of his nose. Mom sipped coffee 

and smiled to herself. Their shadows stood 

out sharply against the building. I began to 

draw them, trying to capture the details of 

that moment, to freeze it in time so I’d have 

something to show them, to be a reminder 

when we got home. �
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OUT ON A LIMB
Leslie Ihde

I EXAMINE MY PILE OF DRIFTWOOD. I SEE SEVERAL CRANE
legs and a few scary-looking faces, but no bodies. 

I assumed that the pieces would easily suggest a 

sculptural figure, but instead, I have firewood. When I walked 

along the shore of Cayuga Lake gathering my inspiration, I 

was quite sure my forms would appear almost magically. Now 

I see I will have to re-evaluate my approach.

The first creature I made was built entirely of sticks. It 

seemed like some sort of prehistoric being. Reptilian, with 

a knotty face and curved spine, my creature was easily 

brought to standing with the application of a few twisted 

twig legs. I found my rendition to be slightly scary and a 

little hard to identify. I added an old looped guitar string 

along the back, and the dinosaur suggestion became 

somewhat stronger. 

Attaching the limbs was a fairly simple technical problem to 

solve. I found it best to nail a small brad part way into one 

stick while drilling a small hole in the other. After a light slather 

of glue, I was able to manually press the two parts together. 

There was a mobile-like aspect to the work, and balance 

came into play as I chose the placement of the limbs while 

taking into account the weightiest portions of the driftwood 

elements. The pieces made entirely of driftwood had a somber 

quality, and despite the grace and interest of the water-tossed 

wood, each piece seemed to resemble dry bones.

In my next piece [left], I let the twisted root speak for itself. 

After turning it this way and that, I saw the body of a sinuous 

dancer, and I cut the piece carefully with my small Japanese 

These cast-off shapes sometimes bear the evidence of a beautifying 
battering and sometimes are only broken into useless bits. 
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saw. Mounting it on a stained children’s block, 

I searched for a head to complement the 

upreaching arms and implied curvaceousness. I 

found a face in a piece of sunburnt bark, and 

I stained it with leftover indigo from my fabric 

dying vat. This piece, less frightening, illustrates 

the perfection of found forms. People say to me, 

“Oh, did you carve that?” I say, “No, nature did. I 

just recognized the form.”

Like photography, the art in this case is the 

visualization. Turning the piece around and 

around and laying it next to different objects, 

the form becomes apparent.

My pieces, while interesting, failed to pass the 

“would I put this on display in my home” test. 

No matter. I have always intended to bring 

together the medium of clay and found items. 

Clay adds the evidence of an artist’s mind to the 

conjunction of the violent sun, wind, and sea. So 

I eagerly began my bird series. 

Temporarily without a kiln, I chose clay mixed 

heavily with paper pulp. This substance, highly 

receptive to texture, became the body of my 

bird. First, I created a shape with bubblewrap 

and painter’s tape. Around this I wrapped a 

thick layer of paper clay that I then pinched 

and pulled into roughly the right shape. After 

it stiffened somewhat, I beat it with a spoon, 

pounding the clay into submission. Sitting the 

creature on a base of driftwood, I found I was 

happier with it than I was with my scary dinosaur 

and sinuous dancer.  

Experimenting with surface treatment, I 

worked with wood stain to color my bird. I 

didn’t fire the clay, but the paper pulp in it 

dried into a hard cardboard-like clay, and I am 

satisfied. Responding to the mysterious inner 

mandates of my image, I brought the being to 

life [below]. She satisfied my test: I would put this 

on display in my home. I left her to dry on my 

bookcase. 

Since I use my art work to initiate inquiry, I 

am bound to ask why I am attracted to using 

driftwood in my work. Usually my inquiries begin 

with an attraction and are only later opened up 
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by investigation. I work as a psychotherapist, so 

my daily reflections center, in part, on delving into 

the symbolisms of my clients’ dreams, aspirations, 

and obsessions. It is only fair that I bring the same 

inquiry to bear on my own imaginative works. 

I find myself turning the sticks over and over 

in my hands. Yes, the pieces are beautiful and 

sculptural, and yet somehow they seem to require 

that I rescue them. Why not just leave the pieces 

scattered on the banks of the lake? Why take them 

home, wash them, and search for the images they 

suggest? Like some hobo utilizing every scrap, I 

feel bound to discover the artistic usefulness of 

the most graceful and interesting pieces of wood. 

Then it occurs to me. The wood scraps are like 

lost souls. Some pieces are beautified by their 

treatment of pounding water and bleaching sun, 

but others, like lost souls, simply look like they 

have suffered . . . suffered pointlessly.

In my work as a therapist and teacher, I am 

often driven back to the question of human 

suffering. Some people seem to be able to learn 

from their suffering, even saying they wouldn’t 

have it any other way. The dark nights of the 

soul, the torment of failed love affairs, the trials 

of arduous and tragic illnesses — all these are 

sometimes rescued in a mystic recycling by the 

one who is capable of seeing the lesson in life’s 

pain. I am reminded of Judy Collins, her high, 

strong voice wafting across my memories: 

But if somehow you could pack up your sorrows

And give them all to me

You would lose them, I know how to use them

Give them all to me1

Yet there are others who don’t seem to be 

able to find the jewels of wisdom nestled in the 

poetics of their lives. These people suffer more 

like animals suffer, dumbly bearing what cannot 

be born. These souls seem to need a few more 

lifetimes to rise up through the mud to the sun 

on the surface of the water.

So what does the driftwood say to me? These 

cast-off shapes sometimes bear the evidence 

of a beautifying battering and sometimes 

are only broken into useless bits. Don’t these 

seemingly random pieces speak clearly of life’s 

hard chances? Of the mysteries of karma and 

fortune? What of the lost souls, the ones who 

are unluckily washed up on the final shore of 

life, beaten and not redeemed? I see that the 

heaviness of my question had to come to me in 

my obscure, invented art form. The pressure of 

such a contemplation seems too great without 

the grace of art. �

1. “Pack Up Your Sorrows,” lyrics by Pauline Marden 
Bryan and Richard Farina.

Leslie Ihde
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REMEMBRANCE OF THINGS PRESENT: MAKING PEACE WITH DEMENTIA

text and photography by Peter Maeck

“Viewed as a biological deterioration of the brain, Alzheimer’s disease is terrifying, smelling of rot and 
decomposition. There’s another way to see its biology though: as fermentation, in which organic matter is not 
spoiled but transformed, as are grapes into wine, and milk into cheese.

“In his book entitled Cooked, Michael Pollan cites Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s ‘secondary imagination’ that 
‘dissolves, diffuses, dissipates, in order to re-create.’ Pollan likens this breaking down of ordinary consciousness 
to the wine-making process, in which yeasts break down plant sugars to create something more potent and 
stimulating; and also to the wine-drinking process, which in moderation, can produce a less literal and more 
metaphorical perspective: poetry, for example, in place of prose.

“In this very way, while my father had Alzheimer’s, he and I moved from a prose relationship into one of 
poetry, which was no better or worse, just different, less literal and more metaphorical. We engaged more in 
rhyme than in reason, freezing time initially but then melting it and coming together in that lyrical middle realm 
between what had gone before and what was yet to be. It felt to me like grief’s fifth stage of acceptance, and I think 
to him also, as he lived his last days, and died, in a state of peace.”

ISBN: 978-1-941830-80-2

$19.95 USD

www.shantiarts.com or your favorite bookseller

Caring for an aging father diagnosed 

with Alzheimer’s exposes a multitude 

of experiences and feelings. Writer and 

photographer Peter Maeck approached 

this extremely difficult time of life with 

extraordinary mindfulness and compassion. 

Using the language of his craft, Maeck 

observed that he and his father “moved 

from a prose relationship into one of poetry 

. . . less literal and more metaphorical . . . 

engaging more in rhyme than in reason.” 

Remembrance of Things Present is an 

important book for our time as dementia 

nears epidemic proportions; it is wisdom 

gleaned from facing one of life’s most horrific 

afflictions with word, image, and love.
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IN MEMORIAM

GARY ENGLE (1947 – 2017)
GARY ENGLE was a 

photographer, fiber artist, 

wood carver, writer, actor, 

and teacher. His work was 

twice featured in Still Point 

Arts Quarterly.  This series 

of images, taken at the 

Rocky River Reservation in 

Ohio, was featured in Fall 

2015. In his own words:

One thing I’ve learned by 

photographing this area 

is that leaves are always 

translucent. They can be 

almost opaque when plump 

with moisture and green 

with chlorophyll, but by fall 

they become thin, veiny, 

even lacy with only their 

ribs impeding the passage 

of light. The vast majority 

of Cleveland’s trees are 

deciduous, and the variety 

is unrivaled, meaning the 

shapes and colors of leaves 

seem infinitely varied. And 

the colors are in constant 

change, from the first lime-

green buds of April to the 

last tan oak leaves clinging 

to bare limbs in January.

• www.garyengle.net
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